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THE SYNTOMIC REGULATOR FOR K4 OF CURVES
AMNON BESSER AND ROB DE JEU
Abstract. Let C be a curve defined over a discrete valuation field of char-
acteristic zero where the residue field has positive characteristic. Assuming
that C has good reduction over the residue field, we compute the syntomic
regulator on a certain part of K
(3)
4 (C). The result can be expressed in terms
of p-adic polylogarithms and Coleman integration. We also compute the syn-
tomic regulator on a certain part of K
(3)
4 (F ) for the function field F of C.
The result can be expressed in terms of p-adic polylogarithms and Coleman
integration, or by using a trilinear map (“triple index”) on certain functions.
Dedicated to the Memory of Jon Rogawski
1. Introduction
LetK be a complete discrete valuation field of characteristic zero, R its valuation
ring, and κ its residue field. Assume κ is of positive characteristic p. If X/R is a
scheme, smooth and of finite type, then, after tensoring with Q, one can decompose
the K-theory of X according to the Adams weight eigenspaces, i.e.,
Kn(X)⊗Z Q =
∑
j
K(j)n (X) ,
where K
(j)
n (X) consists of those α in Kn(X) ⊗Z Q such that ψ
k(α) = kjα for all
Adams operators ψk; see [Sou85, Proposition 5]. There is a regulator map
K(j)n (X)→ H
2j−n
syn (X, j)
(see [Bes00b]). In many interesting cases the target group of the regulator is iso-
morphic to the rigid cohomology group of the special fiber Xκ, in the sense of
Berthelot, H2j−n−1rig (Xκ/K). We will be interested in the situation where X is a
proper, irreducible, smooth curve C over R with a geometrically irreducible generic
fiber C, and the K-group is K
(3)
4 (C). K
(3)
4 (C) is known to be isomorphic to K
(3)
4 (C)
under localization; see Section 2.2. The target group for the regulator in this case
is H1rig(Cκ/K)
∼= H1dR(C/K). The cup product gives a pairing
H1dR(C/K)×H
1
dR(C/K)→ H
2
dR(C/K)
∼= K
where the last isomorphism is given by the trace map. We will denote this pairing
by ∪ as well. If α is an element ofK
(3)
4 (C) and ω ∈ H
1
dR(C/K), we want to compute
regp(α) ∪ ω ∈ K.
To achieve this goal, we first of all need to be able to write elements in the above
mentioned K-group. We do this using an integral version of the motivic complexes
introduced by the second named author. The complex M(3)(F ) was defined in
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[dJ95, Section 3] for any field F of characteristic zero. It consists of three terms in
cohomological degrees 1, 2 and 3:
(1.1) M3(F )→M2(F )⊗ F
∗
Q → F
∗
Q ⊗
2∧
F ∗Q ,
with F ∗Q = F
∗⊗ZQ, andMn(F ) a Q-vector space on symbols [x]n for x in F \{0, 1},
modulo non-explicit relations depending on n. The maps in the complex are given
by
d[x]3 = [x]2 ⊗ x
d[x]2 ⊗ y = (1− x) ⊗ (x ∧ y)
(1.2)
There are maps
Hi(M(3)(F ))→ K
(3)
6−i(F )
for i = 2, 3, and for i = 3 this is an isomorphism. Quotienting out by a suitable
subcomplex (see Section 2.4.2) one obtains the complex
(1.3) M˜(3)(F ) : M˜3(F )→ M˜2(F )⊗ F
∗
Q →
3∧
F ∗Q ,
which is quasi-isomorphic to M(3)(F ) in degrees 2 and 3. Its shape is more in line
with conjectures (see, e.g., [Gon94, Conjecture 2.1]) and it is easier to work with
for explicit examples.
We can apply this with F the function field K(C) of C, but as the syntomic
regulator needs some information over the residue field, we have to use an analogous
complex.
Notation 1.4. For the curve C as above with generic fiber C/K, we let O ⊂ F be
the local ring consisting of functions that are generically defined on the special fiber
Cκ.
In Section 2.5.2 we shall construct a complex
(1.5) M(3)(O) : M3(O)→M2(O)⊗O
∗
Q → O
∗
Q ⊗
2∧
O∗Q ,
with in this case Mn(O) a Q-vector space on symbols [u]n for u in O
♭, the special
units of O, namely those u in O∗ for which 1− u is also in O∗, again modulo non-
explicit relations depending on n, and O∗Q = O
∗⊗ZQ. The maps in the complex are
given by (1.2) as before. In fact, one may view M2(O) ⊆M2(F ); see Remark 2.40.
The complex comes with maps
(1.6) Hi(M(3)(O))→ K
(3)
6−i(O)
for i = 2 and 3.
Similar constructions, satisfying in particular (1.6) can be made in the following
situation.
Notation 1.7. Suppose k ⊂ K is a number field and let R′ be the local ring R∩ k.
For C′ a smooth, proper, geometrically irreducible curve over R′, let O′ denote the
local ring of rational functions on C′ that are generically defined on the special fiber
above the maximal ideal of R′.
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In this case one has an additional map
M2(O
′)⊗Q O
′∗
Q
∂1−→
∐
x
M˜2(k(x))
where M2(O
′) is now a Q-vector space on symbols [u]2 with u in O
′∗ such that
1 − u is also in O′∗, the coproduct is over all closed points of the generic fibre
C′ = C′ ⊗R′ k, given by
∂1,x([g]2 ⊗ f) = ordx(f) · [g(x)]2 ,
with the convention that [0]2 = [1]2 = [∞]2 = 0.
To explain the terms in which the formula for the regulator will be expressed,
we need to introduce Coleman integration theory (see Section 4). Coleman [Col82,
CdS88] defined an integration theory on curves over Cp with good reduction and on
certain rigid analytic subdomains of these, which he termed “Wide open spaces”.
One first needs to choose a branch of the p-adic logarithm, i.e., a group homo-
morphism log : C∗p → Cp, such that around z = 1, it is given by the usual power
series expansions for log(1 + y) (this amounts to specifying log(p) in Cp). Once
this is done, the theory includes single valued iterated integrals on the appropriate
domain, called “Coleman functions”. In particular, we have the following functions
Li2(z) = −
∫ z
0
log(1− x)d log x
L2(z) = Li2(z) + log(z) log(1− z)
Lmod,2(z) = Li2(z) +
1
2
log(z) log(1− z)
(1.8)
The function Li2(z) is defined on Cp \ {1}; see the beginning of Section VI
in [Col82]. Consequently, all 3 functions are defined everywhere except possibly
0, 1,∞. They, and other Coleman functions, can be assigned a value at these
points as follows.
For every point y ∈ P1(Cp), the residue disc Uy is the collection of points reducing
to the same point as y. For each such y, and in terms of a local parameter z = zy
on Uy, a Coleman function G can be expanded as G(z) =
∑
i fi(z) log
i(z), where
all fi(z) are in Cp[[z, z
−1]]. We define the constant term cz(G) at y with respect
to the parameter z as the constant term of f0; see Definition 7.7. In general the
constant term will depend on the choice of the local parameter z, but there are
many Coleman functions for which the constant term is independent of this choice.
In such a case we will write G(y) for this constant term. In particular, this is the
case at all points for Lmod,2(z) and
∫
L2(g)ω for any rational function g, as well
as for, for Li2(z) and L2(z) at all points except ∞ (see Lemmas 10.7 and 10.9 as
well as Corollary 10.8). We further define all three functions from (1.8) to be 0 at
0 and ∞ (this is the constant term with respect to the standard parameter). For
any Coleman function G, which is the integral of a form η, and divisor D =
∑
niyi
we will define
G(D) =
∫
D
η :=
∑
niG(yi)
where we will be assuming that either G is defined at each yi, or its constant term
there is independent of the parameter.
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We note that Lmod,2(z) + Lmod,2(z
−1) = 0 for z in Cp \ {0, 1} [Col82, Proposi-
tion 6.4(ii)], and that this extends to all values using constant terms. Similarly we
have L2(z) + L2(z
−1) = 12 log
2(z).
We shall state the theorems in the introduction in a way that allows comparison
with similar results in the classical case over C. The formulae in that case can be
easily transformed by using Stokes theorem, whereas it seems the formulae in the
syntomic case are not as flexible. Consequently, in the syntomic case we have to
state a larger number of theorems. In order to enable a comparison in Remark 10.15
of the syntomic formulae below (especially those in Theorems 1.12 and 1.13) with
those in the classical case, we recall and reformulate some of the classical results in
Section 3.
We are now ready to state the first main theorem. In it, and the remaining
theorems in the introduction, we evaluate Coleman functions at closed points of C
by working over a finite extension of K over which all such points are rational. The
result will be in K by Galois equivariance of Coleman integration.
Theorem 1.9. Suppose, in the situation of Notation 1.4, that ω is a holomorphic
form on C.
(1) The assignment
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→ 2
∫
(f)
L2(g)ω
gives a well-defined map Ψp,ω :M2(O)⊗O
∗
Q → K, and this induces a map
Ψp,ω : H
2(M(3)(O))→ K.
(2) Suppose k ⊂ K is a number field, and C′ is a smooth, proper, geometrically
connected curve over the local ring R′ = R∩k. Let O′ be as in Notation 1.7
and put C = C′ ⊗R′ R. Let α
′ in H2(M(3)(O
′)) be such that ∂1(α
′) = 0.
Then there exists a unique β′ in K
(3)
4 (C
′) whose image in K
(3)
4 (O
′) under
localization equals the image of α′ under (1.6) modulo K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ O
′∗
Q . If β
is the image of β′ under K
(3)
4 (C
′)→ K
(3)
4 (C), then we have
regp(β) ∪ ω = Ψp,ω(α)
where α is the image of α′ in H2(M(3)(O)).
Remark 1.10. The reader should compare the above formula for the regulator
with the formula obtained by Coleman and de Shalit [CdS88], which is known to
be the syntomic regulator by [Bes00c]. There, the regulator is obtained by sending
the symbol {f, g} in K2(F ) to
∫
(f) log(g)ω. The similarity with the present formula
should be clear.
The rest of our results concern the K-theory of open curves over R and not over
a number field. Thus, they are more general on the one hand, but progressively
harder to state. Indeed, the first theorem is special because we are able to simplify
matters by taking account of boundary terms over number fields.
As we are now computing on an open scheme, we no longer have a non-trivial cup
product pairing, so we first need to explain what it is that we are computing. Under
the regulator, each element of K
(3)
4 (O) maps to H
1
dR(U/K) for some wide open
space U in C in the terminology of Coleman. There exists a canonical projection
H1dR(U/K)→ H
1
dR(C/K), compatible with restriction to a smaller U ; see [Bes00c,
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Proposition 4.8] and (9.13) below. We still denote the composition
K
(3)
4 (O)→ H
1
dR(U/K)→ H
1
dR(C/k)
by regp.
Theorem 1.11. Suppose ω is a holomorphic form on C. The assignment
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→ 2
∫
(f)
L2(g)ω − 2
∑
y
ordy(f)Fω(y)Lmod,2(g(y)) ,
where in the sum y runs through the closed points of C, gives a well-defined map
Ψ′p,ω : M2(O) ⊗ O
∗
Q → K. It induces a map Ψ
′
p,ω : H
2(M(3)(O)) → K, which
coincides with the composition
H2(M(3)(O)) // K
(3)
4 (O)
regp // H1dR(C/K)
∪ω // K.
Over the complex numbers it is known that computing the cup product of the
regulator with holomorphic forms suffices to describe it completely in the case we
are considering because those linear maps surject onto the dual of the target space
of the regulator (see the beginning of Section 4 of [dJ96], especially Proposition 4.1).
This is not true over the p-adics. It is therefore important to have formulas for the
cup product of the regulator with general cohomology class (such a class can be
represented by a form of the second kind on C, i.e., a meromorphic form all of whose
residues are 0). This can be done at the cost of introducing further machinary -
the notion of the triple index. It is a generalization of the “local index” which was
introduced in [Bes00c, Section 4].
Informally speaking, working on an annulus e over Cp, e ∼= {r < |z| < 1}, the
triple index associates to the integrals F , G and H of three rigid analytic 1-forms on
e (in this case these forms are simply Laurent series converging on e multiplied by
dz) together with choices of integrals for FdG, FdH and GdF , a number 〈F,G;H〉e
in Cp that is supposed to be a generalization of Rese FGdH . Note that the integrals
appearing in the data for the triple index make perfect sense once one admits a
log function to correspond to the integral of dz/z, and are determined up to a
constant by the form they integrate. Suppose now that C/Cp is a curve with good
reduction and that C contains discs Di ∼= {|z| < 1}. The rigid analytic domain
U = C \ ∪i(Di − ei) where ei ⊂ Di is the annulus corresponding to {r < |z| < 1}
is called a wide open space by Coleman. The ei ⊂ U are called the annuli ends
of U . Suppose that F , G and H are Coleman functions defined on U such that
restricted to the ei’s they are of the type allowing us to compute the triple indices
〈F |ei , G|ei ;H |ei〉ei . We may use auxiliary data composed of Coleman integrals
restricted to ei for computing these. It sometimes turns out that the sum of triple
indices over all the ei depends only on F , G, and H and not on the auxiliary data.
This applies in particular to the sum of triple indices in the two theorems below.
It is further known that this sum of triple indices behaves well with respect to
shrinking the wide open space U . Finally, if everything is defined over a complete
subfield K of Cp then this sum of triple indices is in K.
Theorem 1.12. Let ω be a form of the second kind on C. The assignment
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→
∑
e
〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
Fω dlog(1− g)
〉
e
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where Fω is any Coleman integral of ω and the sum of triple indices is over all
annuli ends e of a wide open space U on which all f , g and 1−g are invertible, and
ω is holomorphic, gives a well-defined map Ψ′′p,ω : M2(O)⊗O
∗
Q → K. It induces a
map Ψ′′p,ω : H
2(M(3)(O))→ K, which coincides with the composition
H2(M(3)(O)) // K
(3)
4 (O)
regp // H1dR(C/K)
∪ω // K .
The complex M˜(3)(F ) defined in (1.3) is easier to work with in explicit com-
putations then the complex M(3)(F ). Therefore, just as in [dJ96, Remark 4.5] it
is desirable to have a formula for the regulator using this complex. With that in
mind, we define in Section 2.5.5 a complex
M˜(3)(O) : M˜3(O)→ M˜2(O)⊗O
∗
Q →
3∧
O∗Q
such that its cohomology in degrees 2 and 3 is isomorphic to that of the complex
M(3)(O) in (1.5). Corresponding to the statements in Theorems 1.11 and 1.12 for
M(3)(O), we have the following two expressions for the regulator in this case.
Theorem 1.13. 1. Let ω be a form of the second kind on C. The assignment
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→
2
3
∑
e
〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
Fω dlog(1− g)
〉
e
−
2
3
∑
e
〈
log(f), log(1− g);
∫
Fω dlog(g)
〉
e
gives a well-defined map Ψ′′′p,ω : M˜2(O) ⊗ O
∗
Q → K. It induces a map Ψ
′′′
p,ω :
H2(M˜(3)(O))→ K, which coincides with the composition of maps
H2(M˜(3)(O))
≃ // H2(M(3)(O)) // K
(3)
4 (O)
regp // H1dR(C/K)
∪ω // K
with the leftmost map being the isomorphism alluded to before.
2. If ω is a holomorphic form on C, then the same holds for the assignment
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→
2
3
(∫
(1−g)
log(g)Fω dlog(f)−
∫
(g)
log(1− g)Fω dlog(f)
)
.
Remark 1.14. The careful reader will notice that the last formula above does
not make sense as written, because when g(y) = ∞ we also have 1 − g(y) = ∞
so the integral is singular at the point of the divisor where it is evaluated. This
can be resolved either by using constant terms or by evaluating at such a point the
difference
∫
log(g)Fω dlog(f)−
∫
log(1 − g)Fω dlog(f), which does make sense.
A key complex for doing computations is the complex
C•(O) : C1(O)→ C2(O)
in cohomological degrees 1 and 2, which we will construct in Section 2.5.4. The
theorems in this introduction admit analogous results expressed in terms of this
complex. We avoided these results for clarity in the introduction. However, they
are very useful in applications since it is easier to find explicit examples to which
these results apply, e.g., for certain elliptic curves; see [dJ96, Section 6].
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We end the introduction with a conjecture. The regulator formulae that we
obtain do not depend on any integrality assumptions. This is only required because
the syntomic regulator is a map from the K-theory of an integral model. Thus we
conjecture the following.
Conjecture 1.15. Theorems 1.9, 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13 hold, with the same formulas,
with O replaced by F and C replaced by C.
The authors would like to thank the European Community for support through
the RTN network Arithmetic Algebraic Geometry, which enabled them to meet on
various occasions during the long gestation period of this paper. Rob de Jeu would
like to thank the Newton Institute in Cambridge, where part of this paper was
written, for a conducive atmosphere.
This paper is dedicated to the memory of Jon Rogawski. One of us (AB) still
remembers Jon’s help and advise as a young postdoc at UCLA. He was a great
mentor with his calm and assured guidance. He will be greatly missed.
Notation 1.16. Unless stated otherwise, throughout the paper, we will be working
with the following notation.
K will be a discrete valuation field of characteristic zero, with valuation ring R,
and residue field κ of positive characteristic p. We shall assume that κ is a subfield
of Fp. In various places, k will be a number field inside K. In that case we denote
by F ⊆ κ the residue field of the local ring R′ = k ∩R.
C will be a smooth, proper, geometrically irreducible curve over R. The generic
fiber is denoted C, the special fiber is denoted Cκ. We let F = K(C), and O ⊂ F
will be the valuation ring for the valuation on F corresponding to the generic point
of Cκ, which consists of those elements in F that are generically defined on Cκ.
If k ⊂ K is a number field, and C′ is a smooth, proper, geometrically irreducible
curve over R′ = R ∩ k, then the generic fiber is denoted C′, the special fiber is
denoted C′F. We let F
′ = k(C′), and O′ ⊂ F ′ will be the valuation ring for the
valuation on F ′ corresponding to the generic point of C′F. In particular, if C =
C
′ ⊗R′ R, then O
′ = O ∩ F ′.
If S is a subset of a group, then we denote by <S> the subgroup generated by S,
and if S is a subset of a Q-vector space, we denote by <S>Q the Q-vector subspace
generated by S.
All tensor products will be over Q, unless specified otherwise.
For the convenience of the reader, we give a commutative diagram, which plays
the role of “Leitteppich” for the proofs in this paper. In the left lower square we
may also use O′ instead of O, in which case C = C′ ⊗R′ K.
H2(M(3)(C
′)) //

K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ O
′∗
Q

H2(M(3)(O)) //

K
(3)
4 (O)
regp //

H1dR(C)
·∪ω

H1(C•(O)) // K
(3)
4 (O)/K
(2)
3 (O) ∪ O
∗
Q
// K
(1.17)
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The constructions in algebraicK-theory will be carried out in Section 2. The top
left square comes from the natural map M(3)(C
′)→M(3)(O
′) (see Section 2.5.3),
and is justified by (2.53), whereas the bottom left square is (2.62). For ω in H1dR(C)
the map
K
(3)
4 (O)
regp // H1dR(C)
factorizes through the quotient map K
(3)
4 (O)→ K
(3)
4 (O)/K
(2)
3 (O)∪O
∗
Q (see Corol-
lary 9.5). The resulting composition in the bottom line of (1.17) is then computed in
Section 9, using the techniques developed in the preceeding sections. In Section 10
we then finish the proofs of the theorems above, based on this calculation.
2. K-theory
2.1. Introduction. Consider a proper, smooth, geometrically irreducible curve C
over R as in Notation 1.4, or C′ over R′ as in Notation 1.7. We shall construct
various cohomological complexes whose cohomologies are related to that of F , O, F ′
or O′. The main idea is the same as in [dJ96], but the fact that we shall be working
with a discrete valuation ring rather than a field gives rise to some complications.
In order to highlight the idea we start with a more gentle exposition. For the
proofs of the statements that are used in the construction, we refer the reader to
[dJ95], especially Sections 2.1 through 2.3, and 3. There most of the work was done
over Q, but in fact the proofs hold over our base O , a discrete valuation ring of
characteristic zero, without any change.
It will be clear from the constructions that the complexes are natural in terms
of F , F ′, O and O′, which we shall use later in this paper. In particular, if we
start with C′ over R′ and let C = C′ ⊗R′ R, then there are natural maps from the
complexes for F ′ to those for F , and from those for O′ to those for O.
If B is a Noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension d, then according to [Sou85,
Proposition 5], one can write
(2.1) Kn(B)⊗Z Q = ⊕
n+d
j=min 2,nK
(j)
n (B)
whereK
(j)
n (B) consists of all α in Kn(B)⊗ZQ such that ψ
k(α) = kjα for all Adams
operators ψk. (The regularity assumption at the beginning of Section 4 of loc. cit. is
not necessary, see [GS99, Proposition 8].) If in addition B is separated and regular,
then the pullback K∗(B)→ K∗(A
1
B) is an isomorphism, see [Qui73, §7]. The weight
behaves naturally with respect to pullback, also giving us K
(j)
m (B) ≃ K
(j)
m (A1B)
under pullback. And under suitable hypotheses for a closed embedding, there is a
pushforward Gysin map with a shift in weights corresponding to the codimension
(see, e.g., [dJ95, Proposition 2.3]).
Let XB = P
1
B \ {t = 1} with t the standard affine coordinate on P
1
B. Write
1
B
for the closed subset {t = 0,∞} in P1B. Then the relative exact sequence for the
couple (XB;
1
B) gives us
· · · → Kn+1(XB)→ Kn+1(
1
B)→ Kn(XB ;
1
B)→ Kn(XB)→ Kn(
1
B)→ · · ·
for n ≥ 0. Because the map pullback Kn+1(B) → Kn+1(XB) is an isomorphism,
combining it with the pullback Kn+1(XB) → Kn+1(
1
B) = Kn+1(B)
2 shows
that the map Kn+1(XB) → Kn+1(
1
B) corresponds to the diagonal embedding
Kn+1(B) → Kn+1(B)
2. As this holds for all n ≥ 0, we get that we have an iso-
morphism Kn(XB;
1
B) ≃ Kn+1(B) for n ≥ 0. Note that we have a choice of sign
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here in the isomorphism of the cokernel of Kn(B) → Kn(B)
2 with Kn(B). This
results in similar choices of signs in the maps Hi(M(n)(O)) → K
(n)
2n−i(O) (resp.
Hi(M˜(n)(O))→ K
(n)
2n−i(O)) later on in this section.
We will have to go up one level in the relativity. If we let 2B be shorthand for
{t1 = 0,∞}; {t2 = 0,∞} ,
then we can get a long exact sequence
· · · → Kn+1(X
2
B ; {t1 = 0,∞})→ Kn+1({t2 = 0,∞}; {t1 = 0,∞})→
→ Kn(X
2
B;
2
B)→ Kn(X
2
B; {t1 = 0,∞})→ Kn({t2 = 0,∞}; {t1 = 0,∞})→ · · · .
The composition
Kn+1(XB ; {t1 = 0,∞})
≃
→Kn+1(X
2
B; {t1 = 0,∞})→
→ Kn+1({t2 = 0,∞}; {t1 = 0,∞}) ≃ Kn+1(XB ; {t1 = 0,∞})
2
(with the first the pullback along the projection (t1, t2) 7→ t2) is the diagonal
embedding, hence we obtain an isomorphism Kn(X
2
B;
2
B) ≃ Kn+1(XB ;
1
B) for
n ≥ 0. Therefore we get Kn(X
2
B;
2
B) ≃ Kn+1(XB; B) ≃ Kn+2(B) for n ≥ 0. A
similar argument with weights gives us an isomorphism K
(j)
n (X2B;
2
B) ≃ K
(j)
n+2(B)
for n ≥ 0.
In order to get elements in Kn+2(X
2
B;
2
B), we use localization sequences. We
first explain the idea for Kn+1(XB; B), because for Kn+2(X
2
B ;
2
B) the process
involves a spectral sequence. If u is an element in our discrete valuation ring O
such that both u and 1− u are units, then we get an exact localization sequence
· · · → Km(O)→ Km(XO;
1
O)→ Km(XO,loc;
1
O)→ Km−1(O)→ · · ·
where XO,loc = XO \ {t = u} and we identified {t = u} ⊂ XO with O (or rather
Spec(O)). We used here that u and 1 − u are units in O so that {t = u} does
not meet 1O or {t = 1}, and that O is regular in order to identify Km(O) with
K ′m(O). (If we want to leave out {t = u} and {t = v} simultaneously for two
distinct elements u and v in O such that all of u, v, 1−u and 1−v are units, which
we shall do below, this already becomes far more complicated and one is force to
use a spectral sequence.) The image of K2(O) → K2(XO;
1
O) can be controlled
by looking at the weights, which for the bit that we are interested in gives us
· · · → K
(1)
2 (O)→ K
(2)
2 (XO;
1
O)→ K
(2)
2 (XO,loc;
1
O)→ K
(1)
1 (O)→ · · · ,
so that K
(2)
3 (O) ≃ Ker
(
K
(2)
2 (XO,loc;
1
O)→ K
(1)
1 (O)
)
. Because of weights in K-
theory, one knows that K
(1)
2 (O) = 0, so we can analyze K
(2)
2 (XO;
1
O) as subgroup
ofK
(2)
2 (XO,loc;
1
O). In [dJ95, Section 3.2] universal elements [S]n were constructed,
of which we want to use [S]2 here. It gives rise to an element [u]2 inK
(2)
2 (XO,loc;
1
O)
with boundary (1−u)−1 inK
(1)
1 (O). If we use this for various u (suitably modifiying
the localization sequence above into a spectral sequence) and also consider elements
coming from the cup product
K
(1)
1 (XO,loc;
1
O)×K
(1)
1 (O)→ K
(2)
2 (XO,loc;
1
O)
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we can get part of K
(2)
2 (XO;
1
O) ≃ K
(2)
3 (O) by intersecting the kernel of the map
corresponding to K
(2)
2 (XO,loc;
1
O) → K
(1)
1 (O) with the space generated by the
symbols [u]2 and the image K
(1)
1 (XO,loc;
1
O) ∪K
(1)
1 (O) of the cup product.
2.2. Preliminary material. We describe some basic facts about the various K-
groups of F , O, C and C, or F ′, O′, C′ and C′, including those mentioned in the
introduction. The two cases are very similar so we shall treat them together.
We shall first consider the case where F = k(C′) for a smooth, projective curve
C
′ over R′ with geometrically irreducible generic fiber C′. Let C′F be the special
fibre of C′, which is a smooth, projective curve over the finite field F. Because C′F
is regular, there is an exact localization sequence
(2.2)
. . . // K
(2)
4 (F(C
′
F))
// K
(3)
4 (O
′) // K
(3)
4 (F
′) // K
(2)
3 (F(C
′
F))
// . . . .
By [Har77, Korollar 2.3.2]), Kn(L) is torsion for n ≥ 2 for all function fields L of
curves over finite fields, so in particular, K
(3)
4 (O
′)
≃
→K
(3)
4 (F
′). If F = K(C), then
we get
. . . // K
(2)
4 (κ(Cκ))
// K
(3)
4 (O)
// K
(2)
3 (F )
// K
(2)
3 (κ(Cκ))
// . . .
By our assumptions (see Notation 1.16), κ ⊆ Fp. According to [Qui73, Proposi-
tion 2.2] or [Sri96, Lemma 5.9]),Kn(κ(Cκ)) is the direct limit ofKn of function fields
of curves over finite fields, hence is torsion as well, and we find K
(3)
4 (O) ≃ K
(3)
4 (F ).
From the exact localization sequence
. . . //
∐
x∈C
′(1)
F
K
(1)
n (F(x)) // K
(2)
n (C′F)
// K
(2)
n (F(C′F))
// . . .
and the fact that K
(1)
n (L) is zero for any field L for n ≥ 2, we see that K
(2)
n (C′F) is
trivial for n ≥ 2. From the exact localization sequence
. . . // K
(2)
4 (C
′
F)
// K
(3)
4 (C
′) // K
(3)
4 (C
′) // K
(2)
3 (C
′
F)
// . . .
we see that K
(2)
n (C′F) is trivial for n ≥ 2, hence K
(3)
4 (C
′) ≃ K
(3)
4 (C
′). Using a direct
limit argument as before, we then see that K
(3)
4 (C) ≃ K
(3)
4 (C) as well.
Remark 2.3. We now have two identifications fitting into a commutative diagram
K
(3)
4 (C
′) // K
(3)
4 (O
′)
K
(3)
4 (C
′) // K
(3)
4 (F
′) ,
and similarly for F , O, C and C. From the exact localization sequence
. . . //
∐
x∈C′(1) K
(2)
4 (k(x))
// K
(3)
4 (C
′) // K
(3)
4 (F
′)
∂ //
∐
x∈C′(1) K
(2)
3 (k(x))
// . . .
we see that the map K
(3)
4 (F
′)→ K
(3)
4 (C
′) is injective because K
(2)
4 (L) = 0 for any
number field L. Hence the map K
(3)
4 (C
′)→ K
(3)
4 (O
′) is also injective.
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Remark 2.4. We haveK
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k)∪F
′∗
Q inside K
(3)
4 (F
′). (This makes sense
because F ′∗Q = K
(1)
1 (F
′).) Namely,K
(3)
4 (C) = Ker(∂) in the localization sequence in
Remark 2.3. On the other hand, for f in F ∗Q and α in K
(2)
3 (k), ∂(α∪f) = α∪div(f)
in
∐
x∈C(1) k(x)
∗
Q, hence this is trivial only if f is in k
∗
Q. But K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ k
∗
Q ⊆
K
(3)
4 (k), which is zero as k is a number field. Therefore K
(2)
3 (F ) ∪ F
∗
Q injects into∐
x∈C(1) k(x)
∗
Q under ∂.
Remark 2.5. Note that a local parameter of R′ is also a local parameter for O′, so
F ′∗ is generated by O′∗ and that local parameter. This implies that K
(2)
3 (k)∪O
′∗
Q =
K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ F
′∗
Q , again because K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ k
∗
Q is trivial.
We shall need the following result at several places later on.
Proposition 2.6. For a discrete valuation ring O, with residue field κ and field of
fractions F , for all n ≥ 1, the sequence
O∗Q
⊗n // K
(n)
n (F ) // K
(n−1)
n−1 (κ)
// 0
is exact.
Proof. Since K
(n)
n (L) ≃ KMn (L)Q for any field L by [Sou85, The´ore`me 2], with
KMn (L) the Milnor K-theory of L, it suffices to show that O
⊗Zn → KMn (F ) →
KMn−1(κ) → 0 is exact. If π is a uniformizer of O, then K
M
n (F ) is generated by
symbols {u1, . . . , un} and {u1, . . . , un−1, π}, with all uj in O
∗. The map KMn (F )→
KMn−1(κ) is the tame symbol, which is trivial on the first type of generator, and
maps the second to {u¯1, . . . , u¯n−1}. It is clearly surjective. So we only have to
show that if α in (O∗)⊗Z(n−1) maps to the trivial element under the composition
(O∗)⊗Z(n−1) → (κ∗)⊗Z(n−1) → KMn−1(κ), then the image of α⊗π in K
M
n (F ) is in the
image of (O∗)⊗Zn. Noticing that the Steinberg relations · · ·⊗x⊗· · ·⊗ (1−x)⊗· · ·
in (O∗)⊗Z(n−1) surject onto those in (κ∗)⊗Z(n−1), we see that we may assume that
α is in the kernel of the map (O∗)⊗Z(n−1) → (κ∗)⊗Z(n−1). From the exact sequence
1→ 1 +Oπ → O∗ → κ→ 1
and the fact that, if we have exact sequences 0→ Ai → Bi → Ci → 0 (i = 1, . . . ,m)
of Abelian groups, then the kernel of B1 ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z Bm → C1 ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z Cm is the
image of A1⊗ZB2⊗Z . . .⊗ZBm+B1⊗ZA2⊗ZB3⊗Z . . .⊗ZBm+ . . . , we see α lies
in the image of (1 +Oπ)⊗ZO
∗ ⊗Z · · · ⊗ZO
∗ +O∗ ⊗Z (1 +Oπ)⊗Z · · · ⊗ZO
∗ + · · · .
But each element {u1, . . . , un−1, π} with all ui in O
∗ and at least one of them in
1 + Oπ lies in the image of O∗⊗Zn. Namely, an element in 1 + Oπ is of the form
1 − πdu for some u in O∗, d > 0. If d = 1 we can rewrite {. . . , 1 − πu, . . . , π} =
−{. . . , 1−πu, . . . , u}. If d > 1, then using that 1−π
du
1−π = 1−π
πd−1u−1
1−π , we find that
{. . . , 1− πdu, . . . , π} = {. . . , 1− π π
d−1u−1
1−π , . . . , π}, which reduces to the case d = 1
as π
d−1u−1
1−π is in O
∗. 
Assumption 2.7. Throughout the construction of the complexes in the various
subsections below, we let F be a field of characteristic zero. In the constructions
for complexes for O, O will be a discrete valuation ring O, with residue field κ and
field of fractions F , which we assume to be of characteristic zero. We shall always
assume that |κ| > 2, so that O♭ is non-empty and 〈O♭〉 = O∗.
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2.3. A few more preliminaries. It will be convenient to introduce the notation
F ♭ = F ∗\{1}, as well as O♭ = {u in O∗ such that 1−u is in O∗}, and κ♭ = κ∗\{1}.
Throughout the remainder of Section 2, we shall let X locF be the scheme obtained
from XF = P
1
F \{t = 1} by removing all points t = u with u in F
♭. We write X2,locF
for (X locF )
2. Similarly, we let XO = P
1
O \ {t = 1}, we write X
loc
O for the scheme
obtained from XO by removing all subschemes t = u with u in O
♭, and we write
X2,locO for (X
loc
O )
2. Finally, for κ, we let Kκ = P
1
κ \ {t = 1}, we write X
loc
κ for
the scheme obtained from Xκ by removing all subschemes t = u with u in κ
♭,
and we write X2,locκ for (X
loc
κ )
2. (Of course, we would have to remove such a
closed subscheme for only a finite set of u’s first, and then take a direct limit. But
by [Qui73, Proposition 2.4] and some exact sequences in relative K-theory this will
give us the K-theory of X locκ anyway. Moreover, as such a direct limit over finite
subsets of O♭ or F ♭ is clearly filtered, hence exact, this procedure will commute
with taking spectral sequences etc. below, so that we work directly in the direct
limit.)
Since writing {t = 0,∞} or {t1 = 0,∞}; {t2 = 0,∞} can be rather too long in
places, we often abbreviate the first by writing , and the second by writing 2.
Let (1 + I)∗ = K
(1)
1 (X
loc
F ; ). From the exact sequence
· · · → K
(1)
2 ( )→ K
(1)
1 (X
loc
F ; )→ K
(1)
1 (X
loc
F )→ K
(1)
1 ( )→ . . .
we see that (1 + I)∗ ⊂ K
(1)
1 (X
loc
F ) asK
(1)
2 ( ) ≃ K
(1)
2 (F )
⊕2 = 0. So we can describe
(1 + I)∗ explicitly as those elements in K
(1)
1 (X
loc
F ) that restrict to 1 at t = 0 and
t = ∞. Because K1(X
loc
F ) is given by the units in the ring corresponding to a
localization of the affine line, we find that
(1 + I)∗ =
∏
j
(
t− uj
t− 1
)nj
with uj in F
♭ , nj in Z, such that
∏
j
u
nj
j = 1
⊗ZQ .
Note that in particular the divisor map
(2.8) (1 + I)∗ →
∐
t∈F ♭
K
(0)
0 (F )
is an injection.
Note that, if A is any Q-subspace of K
(l)
n (X locF ; ), and we use the cup product
(1 + I)∗∪A→ K
(l+1)
n+1 (X
2,loc
F ;
2) by pulling (1 + I)∗ back along the first projection,
and A along the second, then d((1 + I)∗ ∪A) = (d(1 + I)∗) ∪A− (1 + I)∗ ∪ (dA),
and
∐
t1∈F ♭
A/(d(1 + I)∗)∪A ≃ A⊗F ∗Q because F
♭ generates F ∗, and the functions
in (1 + I)∗ (without . . . ⊗Z Q) give exactly the multiplicative relations among the
elements in F ♭. Of course, by reversing the role of the projections we can do this
with t2 instead of t1 instead. This will be used in order to change
∐
t∈F ♭ . . . into
. . .⊗Q F
∗
Q in localization sequences or spectral sequences below.
Under Assumption 2.7, we can do the same for O. Namely, define (1 + I)∗O =
K
(1)
1 (X
loc
O ; ). Because K
(1)
2 (O) = 0, and K
(1)
1 (O) = O
∗
Q, one see by exactly the
same argument as for (1 + I)∗ that
(2.9)
(1+I)∗O =
∏
j
(
t− uj
t− 1
)nj
with uj in O
♭ , nj in Z, such that
∏
j
u
nj
j = 1
⊗ZQ .
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In particular, we have (1+ I)∗O ⊆ (1 + I)
∗ under localization of the base from O to
F . Note that we used here that (1 + I)∗O gives us exactly the relations needed to
turn
∐
t∈O♭ . . . into . . .⊗O
∗
Q, as (1+I)
∗
O (without . . .⊗ZQ) gives the multiplicative
relations among elements in O♭, and O♭ generates O∗.
Finally, we like to mention that for x in F , under the map K
(0)
0 (F )|t=x →
K
(1)
0 (XF ; ) ≃ F
∗
Q, 1 is mapped to x
±1, see [dJ95, Lemma 3.14]. The same holds
for O instead of F , and this is compatible with products.
2.4. Construction of the complexes for F and C′. Several parts of the con-
structions of the complexes in this section and in Section 2.5 below were carried out
in earlier papers [dJ95, dJ96, BdJ03], but we review them so that we can refer to
the relevant details in some new constructions for O and in the calculations relating
to regulators in later sections. Also, in various cases the constructions were carried
out more generally, in which case they tend to become dependent on assumptions
on weights in K-theory, and our exposition below will avoid such assumptions.
2.4.1. Construction of the complexes M(2)(F ) and M˜(2)(F ). The principle of the
construction of the complex M(2)(F ) was first used in Bloch’s Irvine notes (finally
published as [Blo00]). The construction of M(2)(F ) and M˜(2)(F ) can be found in
[dJ95, Section 3].
We start with the localization sequence
. . . //
∐
t∈F ♭ K
(1)
2 (F )
// K
(2)
2 (XF ; )
// K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )
//
∐
t∈F ♭ K
(1)
1 (F )
// K
(2)
1 (XF ; )
// . . . .
(2.10)
Because K
(1)
2 (F ) = 0 for any field F by (2.1), this means that the cohomological
complex (in degrees 1 and 2)
(2.11) RC(2)(F ) : K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )→
∐
t∈F ♭
K
(1)
1 (F )
has cohomology groups H1(RC(2)(F )) ≃ K
(2)
3 (F ) and H
2(RC(2)(F )) ≃ K
(2)
2 (F ).
In [dJ95, Section 3.2], see also [Blo90], for every x in F ♭ an element [x]2 was
constructed in K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; ) with the property that its boundary in
∐
K
(1)
1 (F ) is
(1− x)−1|t=x. Let
Symb1(F ) = K
(1)
1 (F ) = F
∗
Q ,
and
Symb2(F ) = 〈[x]2 with x in F
♭〉Q + (1 + I)
∗ ∪ Symb1(F ) .
Then we get a subcomplex of (2.11)
(2.12) Symb2(F ) : Symb2(F )→
∐
t∈F ♭
Symb1(F ) .
Letting F ∗Q act on the right in (2.8) gives the subcomplex
(2.13) (1 + I)∗ ∪ F ∗Q → d(. . . ) ,
which is acyclic by [dJ95, Lemma 3.7]. Taking the quotient of (2.12) by (2.13), we
obtain the complex
M(2)(F ) :M2(F )→ F
∗
Q ⊗ F
∗
Q ,
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where we used that d(1 + I)∗ gives exactly the right relations to turn
∐
t∈F ♭ · · ·
into · · ·⊗F ∗Q, as F
♭ generates F ∗, and M2(F ) = Symb2(F )/(1 + I)
∗∪Symb1(F ) =
Symb2(F )/(1 + I)
∗ ∪ F ∗Q. Then M2(F ) is a Q-vector space generated by the [x]2,
x in F ♭, and the boundary of [x]2 is (1− x)⊗ x.
Note that from the maps
M(2)(F )← Symb2(F )→ RC(2)(F )
with the left one a quasi isomorphism, we obtain maps
Hi(M(2)(F ))→ K
(2)
4−i(F )
for i = 1 and 2. The map for i = 1 is an injection as the corresponding statement
holds for RC(2)(F ) and Symb2(F ) is a subcomplex, and we are in the lowest degree.
For i = 2 the map is an isomorphism because K
(2)
2 (F ) is the quotient of F
∗
Q ⊗ F
∗
Q
by 〈x⊗ (1− x) with x in F ♭〉.
We shall quotient out the complex M(2)(F ) in order to end up with a second
term
∧2
F ∗Q rather than F
∗
Q ⊗ F
∗
Q. The shape of the quotient complexes M˜(2)(F )
here and M˜(3)(F ) in Section 2.4.2 is more in line with conjectures (see, e.g., [Gon94,
Conjecture 2.1]). Besides, the definition of complexM(3)(C
′) depends on the com-
plexes M˜(2)(L) for number fields L.
Namely, consider the subcomplex of M(2)(F )
(2.14) N2(F )→ d(. . . )
with
(2.15) N2(F ) = 〈[u]2 + [u
−1]2 with u in F
♭〉Q ⊆M2(F ) .
As d([x]2 + [x
−1]2) = x ⊗ x the second term is in fact Sym
2(F ∗Q). By the proof
of [dJ95, Corollary 3.22] (2.14) is acyclic. Taking the quotient complex we get
(2.16) M˜(2)(F ) : M˜2(F )→
2∧
F ∗Q ,
with M˜2(F ) = M2(F )/N2(F ), and d[x]2 = (1− x) ∧ x.
Because M˜(2)(F ) is quasi isomorphic to M(2)(F ) we have maps
(2.17) Hi(M˜(2)(F ))→ K
(2)
4−i(F ) .
Again this maps is an injection for i = 1 and an isomorphism for i = 2.
There are essentially two ways of generalizing the complex M(2)(F ). The first
one is to look at another part of the localization sequence (2.10), the other to
replace XF by X
n
F for n ≥ 2, and use localization there, which will give a spectral
sequence. The first will be used to construct the complex C•(F ) in Section 2.4.4
below, the second (with n = 2) will be used for constructing the complex M(3)(F )
below.
2.4.2. Construction of the complexesM(3)(F ) and M˜(3)(F ). Those complexes were
also defined in [dJ95, Section 3]. The complex M(3)(F ) consists of three terms in
cohomological degrees 1, 2 and 3:
(2.18) M3(F )→M2(F )⊗ F
∗
Q → F
∗
Q ⊗
2∧
F ∗
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and comes equipped with maps H2(M(3)(F )) → K
(3)
4 (F ) and H
3(M(3)(F )) →
K
(3)
3 (F ). The last of those two maps is in fact an isomorphism.
Although we shall need a similar complexM(3)(O) in order to have information
about the special fiber, we describe the complexM(3)(F ) first, as it is notationally
easier. Moreover, in the part of the complex we are interested in, we can view
M(3)(O) as a subcomplex of M(3)(F ) (see Remark 2.40).
Consider the divisors onX2F defined by putting ti = uj for some uj in F
♭ for i = 1
or 2. Then there is a spectral sequence (see [dJ96, page 257] or [dJ95, Page 221])
...
...
...
(2.19)
K
(3)
2 (X
2,loc
F ;
2)
∐
t1∈F ♭
K
(2)
1 (X
loc
F ; )
∐ ∐
t2∈F ♭
K
(2)
1 (X
loc
F ; )
∐
t1,t2∈F ♭
K
(1)
0 (F )
K
(3)
3 (X
2,loc
F ;
2)
∐
t1∈F ♭
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )
∐ ∐
t2∈F ♭
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )
∐
t1,t2∈F ♭
K
(1)
1 (F )
K
(3)
4 (X
2,loc
F ;
2)
∐
t1∈F ♭
K
(2)
3 (X
loc
F ; )
∐ ∐
t2∈F ♭
K
(2)
3 (X
loc
F ; )
∐
t1,t2∈F ♭
K
(1)
2 (F )
...
...
...
converging to K
(3)
∗ (X
2
F ;
2) ≃ K
(3)
∗+2(F ). The only terms in it that contribute
to K
(3)
4 (F ) are K
(3)
2 (X
2,loc
F ;
2) and
∐
t1∈F ♭
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )
∐∐
t2∈F ♭
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )
because
∐
t1,t2∈F ♭
K
(2)
1 (F ) is trivial. Let RC(3)(F ) be the cohomological complex in
degrees 1, 2 and 3, consisting of the row in (2.19) that begins with K
(3)
3 (X
2,loc
F ;
2):
RC(3)(F ) : K
(3)
3 (X
2,loc
F ;
2)→∐
t1∈F ♭
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )
∐ ∐
t2∈F ♭
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )→
∐
t1,t2∈F ♭
K
(1)
1 (F ) .
(2.20)
This complex was denoted C(3) in [dJ95, Section 3.1], but considering the notational
overload of the letter C in this paper, we prefer to think of it as a Row Complex
rather than just a Complex.
Note that K
(2)
1 (F ) equals zero, so for i = 2 and 3 there is a map
(2.21) Hi(RC(3)(F ))→ K
(3)
6−i(F ) .
For x in F ♭, in addition to the element [x]2 inK
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; ) of Section 2.4.1, there
is also an element [x]3 in K
(3)
3 (X
2,loc
F ;
2) (see [dJ95, Section 3.2]) with boundary
−[x]2|t1=x+[x]2|t2=x in
∐
t1∈F ♭
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )
∐∐
t2∈F ♭
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; ) in (2.19). Let
us define Symbn(F ) ⊆ K
(n)
n (X
n−1,loc
F ;
n−1) for n = 1, 2 and 3 by setting
Symb1(F ) = F
∗
Q ,
Symb2(F ) = 〈[u]2 with u in F
♭〉Q + (1 + I)
∗ ∪ Symb1(F ) ,
and
Symb3(F ) = 〈[u]3 with u in F
♭〉Q + (1 + I)
∗ ∪˜Symb2(F ) .
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For n = 2, those are the definitions given in Section 2.4.1, and for n = 3, by ∪˜ we
mean the following. In the projection X2F to XF , we can use one of the factors to
pull back (1 + I)∗, the other to pull back Symb2(F ) and then take the product to
land in Symb3(F ), giving us two cup products. The ∪˜ indicates that we take the
sum of the images of both possibilities for those cup products.
Because, in (2.20), d[u]2 = (1 − u)
−1
|t=u, and d[u]3 = −[u]2|t1=u + [u]2|t2=u, it
follows that
(2.22)
Symb(3)(F ) : Symb3(F )→
∐
t1∈F ♭
Symb2(F )
∐ ∐
t2∈F ♭
Symb2(F )→
∐
t1,t2∈F ♭
Symb1(F )
is a subcomplex of (2.20). It is shown in [dJ95, Lemma 3.9 and Remark 3.10] that
the subcomplex
(2.23)
(1 + I)∗ ∪˜Symb2(F )→
∐
t1∈F ♭
(1 + I)∗ ∪ F ∗Q
∐ ∐
t2∈F ♭
(1 + I)∗ ∪ F ∗Q + d(. . . )→ d(...)
of (2.22) is acyclic.
S2 acts on the spectral sequence (2.19) by swapping t1 and t2. It therefore
also acts on the complex (2.20) above. Because the symbol [x]3 is alternating by
construction (see [dJ95, Section 3.2]), we can take the alternating parts of (2.22)
and (2.23), and form the quotient complex
M(3)(F ) :M3(F )→M2(F )⊗ F
∗
Q → F
∗
Q ⊗
2∧
F ∗Q ,
where
M3(F ) = Symb3(F )/ ((1 + I)
∗ ∪˜Symb2(F ))
alt
,
and
M2(F ) = Symb2(F )/(1 + I)
∗ ∪ F ∗Q
as before in Section 2.4.1. Note that, for n = 2 and 3, Mn(F ) is a Q-vector space
on symbols [x]n for x in F
♭, modulo non-explicit relations depending on n. The
maps in the complex are given by
d[x]3 = [x]2 ⊗ x
and
d[x]2 ⊗ y = (1− x)⊗ (x ∧ y).
As before, we used here that d(1 + I)∗ gives exactly the right relations to turn∐
t∈F ♭ . . . into . . . ⊗ F
∗
Q, as F
♭ generates F ∗. As Symb(3)(F ) is a subcomplex of
RC(3)(F ), this gives us maps
M(3)(F )← Symb(3)(F )
alt → RC(3)(F )
alt → RC(3)(F )
with the left map a quasi isomorphism. Combining this with (2.21) gives us a map
(2.24) Hi(M(3)(F ))→ K
(3)
6−i(F )
for i = 2 and 3. (For i = 1, starting with H1(RC(3)(F ))→ K
(3)
5 (F )/K
(2)
4 (F )∪F
∗
Q,
we still obtain a map H1(M(3)(F ))→ K
(3)
5 (F )/K
(2)
4 (F ) ∪ F
∗
Q.)
Finally, we quotient out M(3)(F ) in order to obtain M˜(3)(F ), as follows. Let
N3(F ) = 〈[u]3 − [u
−1]3 with u in F
♭〉Q ⊆M3(F )
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(cf. (2.15); in general Nn(F ) is generated by the [u]n + (−1)
n[u−1]n) and consider
the subcomplex
(2.25) N3(F ) // N2(F )⊗ F
∗
Q
// d(. . . )
of M(3)(F ). By the proofs of [dJ95, Proposition 3.20, Corollary 3.22] it is acyclic
in degrees 2 and 3, hence for the quotient complex
M˜(3)(F ) : M˜3(F )→ M˜2(F )⊗ F
∗
Q →
3∧
F ∗Q ,
where M˜3(F ) = M3(F )/N3(F ), we get a map
(2.26) Hi(M˜(3)(F ))
≃
←Hi(M(3)(F ))→ K
(3)
6−i(F ) .
In M˜3(F ) we still denote the class of [x]i with [x]i, so that the maps are now given
by d[u]3 = [u]2 ⊗ u and d[u]2 ⊗ v = (1− u) ∧ u ∧ v.
2.4.3. Construction of the complex M(3)(C
′). In this section we consider the situ-
ation where we have smooth, projective, geometrically irreducible curve C′ over a
number field k with function field F ′ = k(C′).
Because we are interested in finding elements in K
(3)
4 (C
′), we introduce yet
another complex, M(3)(C
′), which is the total complex associated to the double
complex
M3(F
′)
d //

M2(F
′)⊗Q F
′∗
Q
d //
∂1

F ′∗Q ⊗
∧2
F ′∗Q
∂2

0 //
∐
x M˜2(k(x))
d // ∐
x
∧2
k(x)∗Q .
(Although not needed in this paper, one could define the complex M˜(3)(C
′) by
using M˜(3)(F
′) in the top row.) Here the coproducts are over all closed points x of
C′. The boundary maps are as follows. The d’s in the top row are as in M(3)(F
′).
In the bottom row, d[z]2 = (1 − z) ∧ z. For the vertical maps, ∂1,x([g]2 ⊗ f) =
ordx(f) · [g(x)]2, with the convention that [0]2 = [1]2 = [∞]2 = 0. Finally, ∂2,x
described as follows. Let π be a uniformizer at x, uj units at x. Then ∂2,x is
determined by
π ∧ u1 ∧ u2 7→ u1(x) ∧ u2(x) and u1 ∧ u2 ∧ u3 7→ 0 .
Therefore, an element
∑
i[gi]2 ⊗ fi in H
2(M(3)(F
′)) satisfies∑
i
(1− gi)⊗ (gi ∧ fi) = 0
in F ′∗Q ⊗
∧2
F ′∗Q . The additional condition for it to lie in H
2(M(3)(C
′)) is that∑
i
ordx(fi)[gi(x)]2 = 0
in M˜2(k(x)) for all closed points x in C
′, with the convention that [0]2 = [1]2 =
[∞]2 = 0.
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We have an obvious map M(3)(C
′) → M(3)(F
′), corresponding to the local-
ization map in (2.2). In [dJ96, Theorem 5.2], it is shown that this induces a
commutative diagram
H2(M(3)(C
′))

// H2(M(3)(F
′))

K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ F
′∗
Q
// K
(3)
4 (F
′) .
(2.27)
Note that it was shown in Remark 2.4 that K
(3)
4 (C
′) ⊕ K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ F
′∗
Q is indeed a
direct sum, and that the lower horizontal map is an injection.
Remark 2.28. If k is totally real then K
(2)
3 (k) is zero. But in general we can use
the projection
K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ F
′∗
Q → K
(3)
4 (C
′)
to get a map H2(M(3)(C
′))→ K
(3)
4 (C
′) as the composition
H2(M(3)(C
′))→ K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ F
′∗
Q → K
(3)
4 (C
′) .
2.4.4. Construction of the complex C•(F ). The complex C•(F ) is described in [dJ96,
Section 3], but it was first constructed in [Blo90]. We recall its construction in order
to clarify the construction of the corresponding complex for O in Section 2.5.4.
One starts with another part of the exact localization sequence (2.10) in relative
K-theory.
. . . //
∐
t∈F ♭ K
(2)
3 (F )
// K
(3)
3 (XF ; )
// K
(3)
3 (X
loc
F ; )
//
∐
t∈F ♭ K
(2)
2 (F )
// K
(3)
2 (XF ; )
// . . . .
(2.29)
Because K
(3)
2 ((XF ; )) ≃ K
(3)
3 (F ) ≃ K
M
3 (F )Q, so that the map
∐
t∈F ♭ K
(2)
2 (F )→
K
(3)
2 (XF ; ) is surjective, this shows that the cohomological complex in degrees 1
and 2
AC(3)(F ) : K
(3)
3 (X
loc
F ; )→
∐
t∈F ♭
K
(2)
2 (F )
has maps
H1(AC(3)(F )) ≃ K
(3)
4 (F )/K
(2)
3 (F ) ∪ F
∗
Q
and
H2(AC(3)(F )) ≃ K
(3)
3 (F ) .
(Here AC stands for Auxiliary Complex.)
Again we have an acyclic subcomplex
(1 + I)∗ ∪K
(2)
2 (F )→ d(. . . ) ,
and therefore the quotient complex C•(F ) is a cohomological complex in degree 1
and 2,
C•(F ) : C1(F )→ C2(F ) ,
with
C1(F ) =
K
(3)
3 (X
loc
F ; )
(1 + I)∗ ∪K
(2)
2 (F )
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and
C2(F ) = K
(2)
2 (F )⊗ F
∗
Q .
It comes with maps
H1(C•(F )) ≃ K
(3)
4 (F )/K
(2)
3 (F ) ∪ F
∗
Q
and
H2(C•(F )) ≃ K
(3)
3 (F ) .
Note that if g is in F ♭, and f is in F ∗, then [g]2∪f lies in K
(3)
3 (X
loc
F ; ). In fact,
if we take the class of [g]2 in M2(F ) instead, then we do get a well-defined class in
C1(F ), as (1 + I)∗∪F ∗Q∪f goes to zero in C
1(F ) by definition. Under the differential
in the complex, [g]2 ∪ (f) is mapped to {(1− g)
−1, f}⊗ g = −{1− g, f}⊗ g, so the
condition for an element
∑
i[gi]2 ∪ (fi) to be in H
1(C•(F )) is that∑
i
{1− gi, fi} ⊗ gi = 0
in K
(2)
2 (F )⊗ F
∗
Q.
The map
M(2)(F )⊗ F
∗
Q → C
1(F )
given by
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→ [g]2 ∪ f
fits into a commutative diagram
M3(F ) //

M2(F )⊗ F
∗
Q
//

F ∗Q ⊗
∧2
F ∗Q

0 // C1(F ) // C2(F )
(2.30)
where we map f⊗g∧h to {f, g}⊗h−{f, h}⊗g. Multiplying the mapH2(M(3)(F ))→
K
(3)
4 (F ) by −1 if necessary, we obtain a commutative diagram
H2(M(3)(F )) //

K
(3)
4 (F )

H1(C•(F )) // K
(3)
4 (F )/K
(2)
3 (F ) ∪ F
∗
Q
(2.31)
(see [dJ96, Proposition 3.2]).
2.5. Construction of the complexes for O and C′.
Remark 2.32. At various stages there will be some properties of the complexes for
O that depend on K
(2)
3 (κ) being trivial. Clearly, this applies to O as in Section 1
by our remarks about the K-groups of κ(Cκ) and F(C
′
F) in Section 2.2.
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2.5.1. Construction of the complex M(2)(O). When we try to imitate the localiza-
tion sequence (2.10) for O rather than F , we are dealing with the two dimensional
scheme XO, and we end up with a spectral sequence instead,
...
...
K
(2)
1 (X
loc
O ; )
∐
t∈O♭
K
(1)
0 (F )
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
O ; )
∐
t∈O♭
K
(1)
1 (F )
∐
t∈κ♭
K
(0)
0 (κ)(2.33)
K
(2)
3 (X
loc
O ; )
∐
t∈O♭
K
(1)
2 (F )
∐
t∈κ♭
K
(0)
1 (κ)
...
...
...
which converges to K
(2)
∗ (X
loc
O ; ) ≃ K
(2)
∗+1(O).
Because K
(1)
2 (F ), K
(0)
1 (κ) and K
(0)
2 (κ) are all trivial, if we let RC(2)(O) be the
cohomological complex in degrees 1, 2 and 3, given by
(2.34) K
(2)
2 (X
loc
O ; )→
∐
t∈O♭
K
(1)
1 (F )→
∐
t∈κ♭
K
(0)
0 (κ) ,
then there are maps H1(RC(2)(O)) ≃ K
(2)
3 (O) andH
2(RC(2)(O))→ K
(2)
2 (O). The
last map is surjective by Proposition 2.6 and the exact sequence
· · · → K
(1)
2 (κ)→ K
(2)
2 (O)→ K
(2)
2 (F )→ K
(1)
1 (κ)→ . . .
as K
(1)
2 (κ) = 0. Note that the map K
(1)
1 (F ) → K
(0)
0 (κ) is surjective, so that
H3(RC(2)(O)) is zero, as is K
(2)
1 (O).
Now let A ⊆ K
(2)
2 (X
loc
O ; ) be the inverse image of
∐
t∈O♭ O
∗
Q in
∐
t∈O♭ K
(1)
1 (F ).
Because K
(1)
1 (O) = O
∗
Q is equal to ker
(
K
(1)
1 (F )→ K
(0)
0 (κ)
)
, this means that the
subcomplex
(2.35) RC(2)(O) : A→
∐
t∈O♭
O∗Q
of (2.34) has maps H1(RC(2)(O))→ K
(2)
3 (O) and H
2(RC(2)(O))→ K
(2)
2 (O).
We again use the element [u]2 in K
(2)
2 (X
loc
O ; ) for every u in O
♭, and put
Symb1(O) = K
(1)
1 (O) = O
∗
Q ,
and
Symb2(O) = 〈[u]2 with u in O
♭〉Q + (1 + I)
∗
O ∪ O
∗
Q .
(See (2.9) for the definition of (1+ I)∗O.) Observe that, if u is in O
♭ and v is in O∗Q,
then [u]2 and (1 + I)
∗
O ∪ v are in A, so we get a subcomplex of (2.35)
(2.36) Symb2(O) : Symb2(O)→
∐
t∈O♭
O∗Q ,
containing the acyclic subcomplex
(2.37) (1 + I)∗O ∪ O
∗
Q → d(. . . ) .
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We take the quotient complex of (2.36) by (2.37), to obtain the complex
(2.38) M(2)(O) :M2(O)→ O
∗
Q ⊗O
∗
Q ,
withM2(O) = Sym2(O)/(1 + I)
∗∪O∗Q. Then M2(O) is a Q-vector space generated
by the [u]2, u in O
♭, and d[u]2 = (1− u)⊗ u. (Again, we used that d(1+ I)
∗
O ∪O
∗
Q
gives us exactly the right relations to change
∐
t∈O♭ O
∗
Q into O
∗
Q ⊗O
∗
Q because O
♭
generates O∗.) Note that we now have maps
M(2)(O)← Symb2(O)→ RC(2)(O) ,
with the left one a quasi isomorphism, so we obtain maps
(2.39) Hi(M(2)(O))→ K
(2)
4−i(O)
for i = 1 and 2. Again the map for i = 1 is an injection (cf. (2.17)). For i = 2 the
map is a surjection by Proposition 2.6 becauseK
(2)
2 (O) = ker
(
K
(2)
2 (F )→ K
(1)
1 (κ)
)
.
Localizing the base from O to F in (2.33) gives us (2.19), so that we get a map
of complexes M2(O) → M2(F ) since the various steps in the constructions of the
two complexes are compatible.
Remark 2.40. The map M2(O) → M2(F ) is injective. Namely, because the
construction of the complexes for M(2)(O) and M(2)(F ) is compatible with the
localization from O to F in (2.33), we have a commutative diagram
0 // H1(M(2)(O)) //

M2(O) //

O∗Q ⊗O
∗
Q

0 // H1(M(2)(F )) // M2(F ) // F
∗
Q ⊗ F
∗
Q ,
with H1(M(2)(O)) ⊆ K
(2)
3 (O) and H
1(M(2)(F )) ⊆ K
(2)
3 (F ). From the exact
localization sequence
· · · → K
(1)
3 (κ)→ K
(2)
3 (O)→ K
(2)
3 (F )→ K
(1)
2 (κ)→ . . .
we see that K
(2)
3 (O) ≃ K
(2)
3 (F ), so that the map on H
1’s must be injective. As
O∗Q ⊗ O
∗
Q → F
∗
Q ⊗ F
∗
Q is clearly injective, M2(O) → M2(F ) must be injective as
well. So we may think of M2(O) as the subspace of M2(F ) generated by the [u]2
with u in O♭ ⊂ F ♭.
2.5.2. Construction of the complexM(3)(O). In this subsection, we shall be making
Assumption 2.7.
If we now try to imitate the construction of M(3)(F ) using O instead of F ,
see some differences. For example, in the construction of the spectral sequence, in
codimension one, we shall end up with copies of {ti = u} for u in O
♭, which look
like XO, out of which we have to remove the intersections with all other such pieces
of codimension one of the form {ti = v} for i = 1 and 2, and v in O
♭. Note that, in
particular, we also cut out ti = v with u and v different elements in O
♭, but reducing
to the same in the residue field. Then ti = v cuts out the bit in the special fibre in
ti = u. We therefore end up with copies of X
′loc
F = XF \ {t = u with u in O
♭}.
So if we do this for O, we end up with the following spectral sequence, converging
to K
(3)
∗ (X
2
O;
2) ≃ K
(3)
∗+2(O) (see [BdJ03, (3.7)]). For typographical reasons, let us
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abbreviate K
(j)
n (XmO ;
m) to K
(j),m
n,O , K
(j)
n (X
′loc
F ; ) to K
(j),1
n,F , and K
(j)
n (Xκ; ) to
K
(j),1
n,κ . Then the spectral sequence is
...
...
...
(2.41)
K
(3),2
2,O
∐
t∈O♭
K
(2),1
1,F
2 ∐
t1,t2∈O♭
K
(1)
0 (F )
∐∐
t∈κ♭
K
(1),1
0,κ
2
K
(3),2
3,O
∐
t∈O♭
K
(2),1
2,F
2 ∐
t1,t2∈O♭
K
(1)
1 (F )
∐∐
t∈κ♭
K
(1),1
1,κ
2 ∐
t1,t2∈κ♭
K
(0)
0 (κ)
K
(3),2
4,O
∐
t∈O♭
K
(2),1
3,F
2 ∐
t1,t2∈O♭
K
(1)
2 (F )
∐∐
t∈κ♭
K
(1),1
2,κ
2 ∐
t1,t2∈κ♭
K
(0)
1 (κ)
...
...
...
...
Here the (. . . )2 corresponds to two copies, corresponding to a coproduct over t1 in
O♭ or κ♭, and t2 in O
♭ or κ♭. As explained before, in order to obtain X
′loc
F out of
XF , we only remove ti = uj with uj in O
♭.
Now notice that all K
(0)
j (κ) are zero for j ≥ 1, that K
(1)
j (F ) is zero for j ≥ 2,
and finally that K
(1)
j (X
loc
κ ; ) is zero as well for j ≥ 2: we consider the exact
localization sequence
· · · → K
(1)
j (X
1
κ; )→ K
(1)
j (X
loc
κ ; )→
∐
K
(0)
j−1(κ)→ . . . ,
and use that K
(1)
j (X
1
κ; ) ≃ K
(1)
j+1(κ), which is zero as K
(1)
m (L) = 0 for m ≥ 2 for
any field L, as well as thatK
(0)
j−1(κ) = 0 because j−1 ≥ 1. Therefore, with RC(3)(O)
the following cohomological complex in degrees 1 through 4 (corresponding to the
row in (2.41) starting with K
(3)
3 (X
2
O,loc;
2)):
RC(3)(O) : K
(3)
3 (X
2,loc
O ;
2)→
∐
t∈O♭
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )
2 →
∐
t1,t2∈O♭
K
(1)
1 (F )
∐∐
t∈κ♭
K
(1)
1 (X
loc
κ ; )
2 → ∐
t1,t2∈κ♭
K
(0)
0 (κ)
(2.42)
has maps
(2.43) Hi(RC(3)(O))→ K
(3)
6−i(O)
for i = 2, 3 and 4.
Remark 2.44. Note that for i = 4 this statement is vacuous since from the local-
ization sequence
· · · → K
(3)
3 (F )→ K
(2)
2 (κ)→ K
(3)
2 (O)→ K
(3)
2 (F )→ . . .
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and the facts that K
(3)
2 (F ) is trivial, and K
(3)
3 (F ) → K
(2)
2 (κ) is surjective (see
Proposition 2.6), it follows that K
(3)
2 (O) is zero.
Remark 2.45. The map K
(2)
2 (X
loc
O ; ) → K
(2)
2 (X
′loc
F ; ) → K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; ) is in-
jective. Namely, we have an exact localization sequence
· · · → K
(1)
2 (X
loc
κ ; )→ K
(2)
2 (X
loc
O ; )→ K
(2)
2 (X
′loc
F ; )→ · · · ,
and K
(1)
2 (X
loc
κ ; ) equals zero, as seen above. Also, we have an exact localization
sequence
· · · →
∐
t∈F∗\F ♭
⋃
{1}
K
(1)
2 (F )→ K
(2)
2 (X
′loc
F ; )→ K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; )→ · · · ,
and again K
(1)
2 (F ) is zero.
Remark 2.46. Note that, because we can localize O to F , we have a natural
map of the spectral sequence in (2.41) to the one in (2.19), which, at the level
of the complexes (2.20) and (2.42), simply forgets the terms over κ, includes a
coproduct over O♭ into the corresponding coproduct over F ♭, and uses the maps
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
O ; ) → K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; ) and K
(3)
3 (X
2,loc
O ;
2) → K
(3)
3 (X
′2,loc
F ;
2). By Re-
mark 2.45, the first one is always injective, and the second is injective if K
(2)
5 (κ)
and K
(2)
4 (F ) are zero.
Let us try to create a jewel in the crown of the scary notation in (2.42). Define
Symbn(O) ⊆ K
(n)
n (X
n−1,loc
O ;
n−1) for n = 1, 2 and 3 by setting
Symb1(O) = O
∗
Q ,
Symb2(O) = 〈[u]2 with u in O
♭〉Q + (1 + I)
∗
O ∪ Symb1(O) ,
as before, and
Symb3(O) = 〈[u]3 with u in O
♭〉Q + (1 + I)
∗
O ∪˜Symb2(O) .
Again, by ∪˜ we denote that we use both products, coming from the two ways of
projecting X2O to XO.
Note that for n = 1, Symb1(O) = O
∗
Q ⊆ Symb1(F ) = F
∗
Q, and that for n =
2, we can view Symb2(O) ⊆ Symb2(F ) inside K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; ) by Remark 2.45, as
K
(2)
2 (X
loc
O ; ) ⊆ K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ; ).
Because d[u]2 = (1−u)
−1
|t=u, and d[u]3 = −[u]2|t1=u+[u]2|t2=u (where both terms
lie in a copy of K
(2)
2 (X
loc
O ; ) inside K
(2)
2 (X
loc
F ), again by Remark 2.45), it follows
that
(2.47) Symb(3)(O) : Symb3(O)→
∐
t∈O♭
Symb2(O)
2 → ∐
t1,t2∈O♭
O∗Q
is a subcomplex (in degrees 1, 2 and 3) of (2.42). Note that we used here that
elements in O♭ never give rise to a pole or zero over κ, so the map to
∐
K
(0)
0 (κ) is
zero. Also, we used that an element [u]2 with u in O
♭ under the localization (of its
construction),
K
(2)
2 (XO \ {t = u}; )→ K
(1)
1 (O)→ . . .
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maps to (1− u)−1, so under the boundary in (2.41) it never hits the K
(1)
1 (X
loc
κ ; )
component. Similarly, the elements in (1 + I)∗O ∪ O
∗
Q never hit the K
(1)
1 (X
loc
κ ; ).
Again, one shows that the subcomplex of (2.47) given by
(1 + I)∗O ∪˜Symb2(O)→
(∐
t
(1 + I)∗O ∪ O
∗
Q
)2
+ (. . . )→ d(. . . )
is acyclic; see [dJ95, Lemma 3.7 and Remark 3.10].
Taking the quotient complex, and the alternating part for the action of S2 under
swapping the coordinates, we finally get a complex
M3(O)→M2(O)→ O
∗
Q ⊗
2∧
O∗Q .
Here
M3(O) = Symb3(O)/ ((1 + I)
∗
O ∪˜Symb2(O))
alt
and, as before,
M2(O) = Symb2(O)/(1 + I)
∗
O ∪ O
∗
Q .
Note that Mn(O) is a Q-vector space on symbols [u]n for u in O
♭, modulo non-
explicit relations depending on n. The maps in the complex are given by
d[u]3 = [u]2 ⊗ u
and
d[u]2 ⊗ v = (1− u)⊗ (u ∧ v).
In particular, the condition for an element
∑
i[ui]⊗ vi in M2(O) ⊗O
∗
Q to lie in
H2(M(3)(O)) is that
(2.48)
∑
i
(1− ui)⊗ (ui ∧ vi) = 0
in O∗Q ⊗
∧2
O∗Q.
Again S2 acts on the various complexes by swapping the coordinates, and we get
maps
M(3)(O)← Symb(3)(O)
alt → RC(3)(O)
alt → RC(3)(O)
with the left map a quasi isomorphism. Combining this with (2.43) gives us a map
(2.49) Hi(M(3)(O))→ K
(3)
6−i(O)
for i = 2 and 3, where the map for i = 3 is a surjection if K
(2)
3 (κ) = 0 by Proposi-
tion 2.6 and the localization sequence
· · · → K
(2)
3 (κ)→ K
(3)
3 (O)→ K
(3)
3 (F )→ K
(2)
2 (κ)→ · · · .
Remark 2.50. Notice that by construction (i.e., by compatibility of everything we
did with the localization of O to F ), these maps for i = 2 or 3 fit into a commutative
diagram
Hi(M(3)(O)) //

K
(3)
6−i(O)

Hi(M(3)(F )) // K
(3)
6−i(F ) .
(2.51)
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We also note that it was proved in Remark 2.40 that the map M2(O)→M2(F ) is
injective. Because we clearly have that O∗Q → F
∗
Q is an injection, this means that,
in degrees 2 and 3, M(3)(O) injects into M(3)(F ).
2.5.3. Construction of the complex M(3)(C
′). In this subsection we imitate the def-
inition of the complex M(3)(C
′) in Section 2.4.3, but using the complex M(3)(O
′)
rather thanM(3)(F
′) in the top row. The advantage of using the complexM(3)(C
′)
(just like the advantage of using anyO′-complex over the corresponding F ′-complex)
is that the syntomic regulator gets the input it needs on the special fibre of C′.
We therefore put ourselves in the situation of Notation 1.7, so assume we have
a number field k ⊂ K, a proper, smooth, irreducible curve C′ over R′ = O∩ k, and
that the generic fiber C′ = C′⊗R′ k is geometrically irreducible. We put F
′ = k(C′),
and O′ the discrete valuation ring in F ′ corresponding to the generic point of the
special fibre of C′. We have a commutative diagram as follows.
M3(O
′)
d //

M2(O
′)⊗Q O
′∗
Q
d //
∂1

O′∗Q ⊗
∧2
O′∗Q
∂2

0 //
∐
x M˜2(k(x))
d // ∐
x
∧2
k(x)∗Q .
The d’s in the top row are as in M(3)(O
′). The vertical maps, and the map in the
bottom row, are given by the same formulae as before (see (2.4.3)), via the natural
map M(3)(O
′)→M(3)(F
′) corresponding to the localization from O′ to F ′.
We let M(3)(C
′) be the cohomological complex in degrees 1 through 4, given by
the total complex associated to the double complex in the commutative diagram
above. Note that therefore in particular, an element
∑
i[ui]2 ⊗ vi in M2(O
′)⊗O′∗Q
is in H2(M(3)(C
′)) if and only if it satisfies (2.48) as well as, for every closed point
x in C′,
(2.52)
∑
i
ordx(vi)[ui(x)]2 = 0
in M˜2(k(x)), with the convention that [0]2 = [1]2 = [∞]2 = 0.
The map to K-theory is similar to the map for M(3)(F
′), but now we get
H2(M(3)(C
′))→ H2(M(3)(O
′))→ K
(3)
4 (O
′) ,
where the first arrow corresponds to forgetting the bottom row in M(3)(C
′). In
fact, because this is compatible with the localization to F ′ (i.e, with the map
M(3)(O
′)→M(3)(F
′)), from (2.27) we find that we have a commutative diagram
H2(M(3)(C
′)) //

K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ O
′∗
Q
H2(M(3)(C
′)) // K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ F
′∗
Q ,
(2.53)
where the group on the right is contained in K
(3)
4 (O
′) = K
(3)
4 (F
′), and we used
that K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k)∪ F
′∗
Q = K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪O
′∗
Q by Remarks 2.3 and 2.5.
This proves that the top square in (1.17) exists and commutes.
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Note that in Theorem 1.9(2), the condition ∂1(α
′) = 0 on α′ in H2(M(3)(O
′)) is
exactly that α′ satisfies (2.52), hence lies in the subspace H2(M(3)(C
′)). Therefore
we have proved the existence of β′ in the theorem. Its uniqueness is clear because
the direct sum above gives an injection K
(3)
4 (C
′)→ K
(3)
4 (O
′)/K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ O
′∗
Q .
Remark 2.54. Just as in Remark 2.28, we can consider the projection
K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪O
′∗
Q → K
(3)
4 (C
′)
to get a map H2(M(3)(C
′))→ K
(3)
4 (C
′) as the composition
H2(M(3)(C
′))→ K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ O
′∗
Q → K
(3)
4 (C
′) .
2.5.4. Construction of the complex C•(O). The remainder of the theorems in the
introduction will be proved in Section 10. The necessary calculations will in fact
depend heavily on the analogue of C•(F ) for O, C•(O).
Because we are dealing with the two dimensional scheme XO, the localization
sequence (2.29) becomes a spectral sequence (cf. (2.33)):
...
...
...
K
(3)
2 (X
loc
O ; )
∐
t∈O♭
K
(2)
1 (F )
∐
t∈κ♭
K
(1)
0 (κ)
K
(3)
3 (X
loc
O ; )
∐
t∈O♭
K
(2)
2 (F )
∐
t∈κ♭
K
(1)
1 (κ)(2.55)
K
(3)
4 (X
loc
O ; )
∐
t∈O♭
K
(2)
3 (F )
∐
t∈κ♭
K
(1)
2 (κ)
...
...
...
converging to K
(3)
∗ (XO; ) ≃ K
(3)
∗+1(O). Let us notice that K
(1)
2 (κ) and K
(1)
3 (κ)
are zero, and that the exact localization sequence
· · · → K
(1)
3 (κ)→ K
(2)
3 (O)→ K
(2)
3 (F )→ K
(1)
2 (κ)→ K
(2)
2 (O)→ K
(2)
2 (F )→ . . .
tells us that K
(2)
2 (O) ⊆ K
(2)
2 (F ) and K
(2)
3 (O) ≃ K
(2)
3 (F ). Therefore we get an
exact sequence
0→
K
(3)
4 (O)
K
(2)
3 (O) ∪ O
∗
Q
→ K
(3)
3 (X
loc
O ; )→ ker
∐
t∈O♭
K
(2)
2 (F )→
∐
t∈κ♭
K
(1)
1 (κ)
 .
In the middle row of the spectral sequence (2.55) above, let B ⊆ K
(3)
3 (X
loc
O ; ) be
the inverse image of
∐
K
(2)
2 (O) (with the coproduct over all of O
♭). Then we have
a cohomological complex in degrees 1 and 2,
(2.56) AC(3)(O) : B →
∐
t∈O♭
K
(2)
2 (O) ,
and an isomorphism
H1(AC(3)(O)) ≃
K
(3)
4 (O)
K
(2)
3 (O) ∪ O
∗
Q
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and a map
H2(AC(3)(O))→ K
(3)
3 (O) .
Remark 2.57. If K
(2)
3 (κ) = 0, or more generally, the map K
(3)
4 (F ) → K
(2)
3 (κ) is
surjective, then from the exact localization sequence
· · · → K
(3)
4 (F )→ K
(2)
3 (κ)→ K
(3)
3 (O)→ K
(3)
3 (F )→ K
(2)
2 (κ)→ . . . ,
Proposition 2.6 and eqrefscriptM2maps, we see that the map
∐
t∈O♭ K
(2)
2 (O) →
K
(3)
3 (O), and hence the map H
2(AC(3)(O))→ K
(3)
3 (O), are surjective.
Remark 2.58. Because K
(2)
1 (F ) and K
(1)
2 (κ) are zero, and K
(2)
2 (F )→ K
(1)
1 (κ) is
surjective, from (2.55) we get that there is an exact sequence
Ker
∐
t∈O♭
K
(2)
2 (F )→
∐
t∈κ♭
K
(1)
1 (κ)
→ K(3)2 (XO; )→ K(3)2 (X locO ; )→ 0 .
If K
(2)
3 (κ) is zero, or, more generally, the map K
(3)
4 (F )→ K
(2)
3 (κ) surjective, then
Proposition 2.6 tells us that
∐
t∈O♭ K
(2)
2 (O) surjects onto K
(3)
2 (XO; ) ≃ K
(3)
3 (O),
and we can conclude that K
(3)
2 (XO,loc; ) is zero.
Now we consider the acyclic subcomplex
(1 + I)∗O ∪K
(2)
2 (O)→ d(. . . )
of (2.56), and quotient out to find a complex
C•(O) : C1(O)→ C2(O) ,
where
(2.59) C1(O) =
B
(1 + I)∗O ∪K
(2)
2 (O)
and
C2(O) = K
(2)
2 (O) ⊗O
∗
Q .
We still have an isomorphism
(2.60) H1(C•(O)) ≃ K
(3)
4 (O)/K
(2)
3 (O) ∪ O
∗
Q
and a map
H2(C•(O))→ K
(3)
3 (O) ,
which by Proposition 2.6 and (2.39) is a surjection if K
(3)
4 (F )→ K
(2)
3 (κ) is surjec-
tive, e.g., if K
(2)
3 (κ) = 0.
Observe that if g is in O♭, and f is in O∗Q, then [g]2 ∪ (f) is in C
1(O), and
has boundary {(1 − g)−1, f} ⊗ g = −{(1 − g), f} ⊗ g in C2(O). The condition for∑
i[gi]2 ∪ (fi) to be in H
1(C•(O)) is therefore that∑
i
{1− gi, fi} ⊗ gi = 0
in C2(O) = K
(2)
2 (O)⊗O
∗
Q.
Note that because the construction of the spectral sequence in (2.55) is compat-
ible with localizing the base from O to F and enlarging the coproduct from being
over O♭ to F ♭ (in which case it becomes the localization sequence in (2.29)), and
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that (1+ I)∗O is contained in (1 + I)
∗, and K
(2)
2 (O) ⊆ K
(2)
2 (F ), we have an obvious
map of complexes,
C•(O)→ C•(F ) ,
which fits into the commutative diagram
H1(C•(O)) //

K
(3)
4 (O)/K
(2)
3 (O) ∪ O
∗
Q

H1(C•(F )) // K
(3)
4 (F )/K
(2)
3 (F ) ∪ F
∗
Q ,
(2.61)
and similarly for H2.
Finally, we have a commutative diagram
M3(O) //

M2(O)⊗O
∗
Q
//

O∗Q ⊗
∧2
O∗Q

0 // C1(O) // C2(O)
as follows. We map [u]2 ⊗ v to [u]2 ∪ v, and u ⊗ v ∧ w to {u, v} ⊗ w − {u,w} ⊗ v.
This gives rise to a commutative diagram
H2(M(3)(O)) //

K
(3)
4 (O)

H1(C•(O)) // K
(3)
4 (O)/K
(2)
3 (O) ∪O
∗
Q ,
(2.62)
which is the bottom left square of (1.17). Obviously, the two diagrams above are
compatible with (2.30) and (2.31) under the localization from O to F .
2.5.5. Construction of the complexes M˜(2)(O) and M˜(3)(O). For n = 2 and 3, let
Nn(O) = 〈[u]n + (−1)
n[u−1]n with u in O
♭〉Q ⊆Mn(O). Consider the subcomplex
of M(2)(O) given by
N2(O)→ d(. . . ) .
Because the corresponding subcomplex (2.14) ofM(2)(F ) is acyclic and the natural
mapM2(O)→M2(F ) is an injection (see Remark 2.40), this subcomplex is acyclic.
The second term is Sym2(O∗Q), and the resulting quotient complex of M(2)(O) is
(2.63) M˜(2)(O) : M˜2(O)→
2∧
O∗Q ,
with M˜2(O) =M2(O)/N2(O), and d[u]2 = (1− u) ∧ u.
Because M˜(2)(O) is quasi isomorphic to M(2)(O) we have maps
Hi(M˜(2)(O))→ K
(2)
4−i(O) .
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For i = 1 this is again an injection. There is a map M˜(2)(O)→ M˜(2)(F ) obtained
by localizing the construction from O to F , and for i = 1, 2 a commutative diagram
Hi(M˜(2)(O))

Hi(M(2)(O)) //
≃oo

K
(2)
4−i(O)

Hi(M˜(2)(F )) H
i(M(2)(F )) //
≃oo K
(2)
4−i(F ) .
In this diagram for i = 1 the central vertical map is injective by the discussion in
Remark 2.40. Hence the same holds for the map H1(M˜(2)(O)) → H
1(M˜(2)(F )),
the map M˜2(O)→ M˜2(F ) is an injection, and M˜(2)(O) is a subcomplex of M˜(2)(F ).
By Remark 2.40, in the commutative diagram
M3(O) //

M2(O)⊗O
∗
Q
//

O∗Q ⊗
∧2
O∗Q

M3(F ) // M2(F )⊗ F
∗
Q
// F ∗Q ⊗
∧2
F ∗Q
the two right-most maps are injective. (If we knew (as part of the rigidity conjec-
ture) that H1(M(3)(O))→ H
1(M(3)(F )) were injective, then this would also hold
for the left-most map.) We can quotient out the complex M(3)(O) in the first row
by the subcomplex
N3(O) // N2(O) ⊗O
∗
Q
// d(. . . ) ,
which maps to the subcomplex (2.25) of the second row. We saw earlier that d :
N2(O)→ Sym
2(O∗Q) is an isomorphism, so as in the proof of [dJ95, Corollary 3.22]
one sees that this subcomplex is acyclic in degrees 2 and 3. The quotient complex
is
M˜(3)(O) : M˜3(O)→ M˜2(O)⊗O
∗
Q →
3∧
O∗Q ,
where M˜3(O) = M3(O)/N3(O), and the natural map M˜(3)(O) → M˜(3)(F ) is an
injection in degrees 2 and 3 because, as we saw earlier, M˜2(O) injects into M˜2(F ).
Still denoting the class of [x]i with [x]i, the maps are now given by
d[u]3 = [u]2 ⊗ u
and
(2.64) d[u]2 ⊗ v = (1− u) ∧ u ∧ v.
Using (2.49) we see that for i = 2, 3 we have a commutative diagram
Hi(M˜(3)(O))

Hi(M(3)(O))

≃oo // K
(3)
6−i(O)

Hi(M˜(3)(F )) H
i(M(3)(F ))
≃oo // K
(4−i)
6 (F ) .
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2.6. A diagram. For the convenience of the reader, we give a commutative di-
agram summarizing the cohomology groups of most of the complexes introduced,
and the maps. We have kept the lay-out of the diagram in the same spirit as the
relativity in the plane. Note that the outer square is only relevant in the situation
of Notation 1.7, and that we may replace F and O with F ′ and O′ in this case.
The top half of this diagram is the top of the one in (1.17). The vertical maps
correspond to the maps from constructions over O to the corresponding construc-
tions over F . The horizontal maps are the maps on cohomology of complexes
constructed in the previous subsections, and the diagonal maps correspond to the
maps in (2.30), (2.51), (2.53) and (2.61).
H2(M(3)(C
′)) //

❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄ K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ O
′∗
Q

⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
H2(M(3)(O)) //

❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
K
(3)
4 (O)

⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
H1(C•(O)) //

(2.65)
K
(3)
4 (O)
K
(2)
3 (O)∪O
∗
Q

H1(C•(F )) //
K
(3)
4 (F )
K
(2)
3 (F )∪F
∗
Q
H2(M(3)(F )) //
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
K
(3)
4 (F )
__❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄
H2(M(3)(C
′)) //
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
K
(3)
4 (C
′)⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ F
′∗
Q
__❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄
Note that by Remarks 2.3 and 2.5 the rightmost vertical map is an isomorphism.
3. The classical case
In Proposition 3.1 below, we rephrase the results in Theorem 4.2 and Remarks 4.3
and 4.5 of [dJ96] in a way that resembles the formulae in Theorems 1.12 and 1.13(1)
(see Remark 10.15 for some thoughts on this comparison). In fact, Sections 7 and 8
grew out of attempts to obtain syntomic analogues of those results of loc. cit., but
the resulting formulae seem to be less flexible than the classical ones so we rephrase
the latter.
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In the next proposition, we let H1dR(F,R(2)) = lim→U H
1
dR(U,R(2)) where the
limit is over U with Can \ U finite, and similarly for H
2
D(F,R(3)). Here R(m) =
(2πi)mR ⊂ C. If ω is holomorphic on Can, then by [dJ96, Proposition 4.6] one has
a well-defined map H1dR(F,R(2)) → C by taking a representative β of a class in
H1dR(F,R(2)) satisfying (9) of loc. cit., and computing
∫
Can
β ∧ ω.
Proposition 3.1. Let C be a smooth, proper, irreducible curve over C with function
field F = C(C), and let Can be the analytic manifold associated to C(C). For a
holomorphic 1-form ω on Can, the maps
Ψ′′∞,ω :M2(F )⊗ F
∗
Q → C
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→ −4
∫
Can
log |f | log |g|d log |1− g| ∧ ω
and
Ψ′′′∞,ω : M˜2(F )⊗ F
∗
Q → C
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→ −
8
3
∫
Can
log |f |(log |g|d log |1− g| − log |1− g|d log |g|) ∧ ω
are well-defined, and induce maps H2(M(3)(F )) → C and H
2(M˜(3)(F )) → C
respectively. Moreover, with regC : K
(3)
4 (F ) → H
2
D(F,R(3)) ≃ H
1
dR(F,R(2)) the
Beilinson regulator map, the compositions
H2(M(3)(F ))
(2.24) // K
(3)
4 (F )
∫
Can
regC(·)∧ω// C
and
H2(M˜(3)(F ))
(2.26) // K
(3)
4 (F )
∫
Can
regC(·)∧ω// C
coincide with these induced maps.
Proof. Since d⊗ id :M2(F )⊗F
∗
Q → F
∗
Q⊗F
∗
Q⊗F
∗
Q maps [g]2⊗ f to (1− g)⊗ g⊗ f ,
Ψ′′∞,ω is well-defined. That is induces the stated map on H
2(M(3)(F )) and that
this induced map has the stated property follows from Proposition 3.2 and (the
proof of) Theorem 4.2 of [dJ96]. (The condition in loc. cit. that C is defined over
a number field is not used in the proof of Theorem 4.2. The same holds for the
condition with respect to complex conjugation on ω, which guaranteed only that
the value of the integral was in R(1) ⊂ C.)
Similarly, d⊗ id : M˜2(F )⊗F
∗
Q → (
∧2 F ∗Q)⊗F ∗Q maps [g]2⊗f to (1−g)∧g⊗f , so
Ψ′′′∞,ω exists. Using a limit version of Stokes theorem we may add 0 =
∫
Can
d(α∧ω)
for α = − 43 log |g| log |1− g| log |f |, so we map [g]2 ⊗ f to
−
4
3
∫
Can
(3 log |f | log |g|d log |1− g|+log |1− g|(log |g|d log |f |− log |f |d log |g|))∧ω .
So Ψ′′′∞,ω and Ψ
′′
∞,ω coincide on the kernel of the map M2(F )⊗F
∗
Q → F
∗
Q⊗ (
∧2
F ∗Q)
that maps [g]2⊗ f to (1− g)⊗ (g∧ f). That Ψ
′′′
∞,ω induces a map on H
2(M˜(3)(F ))
with the desired property then follows from the corresponding statements for Ψ′′∞,ω.

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Remark 3.2. The Bloch-Wigner dilogarithm D(z) : ¶1C \ {0, 1,∞}→ (2πi)R ⊂ C
satisfies dD(z) = log |z|di arg(1−z)−log |1−z|di arg(z) and extends to a continuous
function on ¶1C. It is the function in the classical case that corresponds to Lmod,2(z)
in the sense that they have similar functional equations, e.g., D(z) +D(z−1) = 0.
Because d log(g) ∧ ω = d log(1 − g) ∧ ω = 0, we find d(P2,Zag(g) log |f |ω) equals
P2,Zag(g)d log |f | ∧ ω + log |f |(log |1− g|d log |g| − log |g|d log |1− g|) ∧ ω .
Hence Ψ′′′∞,ω is also given by mapping [g]2 ⊗ f to −
8
3
∫
Can
log |f |D(g)ω.
4. Coleman integration
In this short section we briefly discuss Coleman’s integration theory in the one
dimensional case only. The interested reader may refer to [Bes00b] for more details.
Coleman theory is done on wide open spaces in the sense of Coleman [CdS88].
In general these are the overconvergent spaces described in section 5. In the one-
dimensional case these can be described concretely in the following way. Let X be a
curve over Cp with good reduction (there is a minor assumption that it is obtained
by extension of coefficients from a curve over a complete discretely valued subfield,
which will always be satisfied in our case). The rigid analytic space X(Cp) is set-
theoretically decomposed as the union X = ∪xUx where x varies over the points in
the reduction of X and Ux is the residue disc (tube in the language of Berthelot)
of points reducing to x. By the assumption of good reduction each residue disc is
isomorphic to a disc |z| < 1. A wide open space U is obtained from X by fixing
a finite set of points S in the reduction and throwing away the discs inside the
residue discs Ux, x ∈ S, isomorphic to |z| < r for arbitrarily large r < 1. U should
be thought of as the inverse limit of the correspondeing spaces Ur.
Coleman theory associates to U the Cp-algebra Acol(U) and the Acol(U)-modules
Ωicol(U) with differentials forming a complex. The key property is that this complex
is exact at the one and zero forms, i.e, there is an exact sequence
0→ Cp → Acol(U)→ Ω
1
col(U)→ Ω
2
col(U) .
The space Ω1col(U) contains the space Ω
1(U) of overconvergent forms on U , i.e.,
those forms that are rigid analytic on some Ur. Similarly, the space Acol(U) contains
the space A(U) of overconvergent functions. The differential extends the usual
differential on the subspaces.
The whole picture extends to higher dimensions. We shall only need the case
where U is one-dimensional. In this case the space Ω2col(U) is already 0.
Coleman functions may be interpreted as locally analytic functions on U . More
precisely, again in the one-dimensional case, for x /∈ S, the intersection of the
residue disc Ux with U is Ux, while for x ∈ S it is an annulus ex isomorphic to an
annulus of the form r < |z| < 1. A Coleman function is analytic on each Ux and is
a polynomial algebra A(ex)[log(z)] where z is a local parameter on Ux (here, there
is an implicit global choice of a branch of the p-adic polylogarithm).
We define the space Acol,1(U) to be the inverse image of Ω
1(U) ⊆ Ω1col(U) under
the differential d. The space of differentials Ω1col,1(U) is the product Acol,1(U) ·
Ω1(U).
If ω ∈ Ω1(Ur) and y, z ∈ Ur the integral
∫ y
z
ω is clearly well-defined as f(y)−f(z)
where f ∈ Acol(Ur) and df = ω. It is a basic property of Coleman integration that
if X,U, ω, z, y are all defined over the complete subfield K, then so is the integral∫ y
z ω.
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5. Regulators
In this section we compute the regulator on C1(O) in (modified) syntomic coho-
mology. In case the element lies in the subspace H1(C•(O)), we also explain how
we wish to interpret the cup product of this regulator with the cohomology class
of a form ω of the second kind on C, and what are the obstacles for doing so, thus
paving the way for constructions in the next sections.
We first write down the relevant spaces and the (modified) syntomic complexes
computing their cohomology. For the full story the reader should consult [Bes00b].
We begin with a smooth proper relative curve C/R. Related to that is the
space XC := P
1
C
\ {t = 1}. The superscript loc will denote various localizations,
obtained by removing the image of a finite number of R-sections. We note that
the computations in this section can be done after a finite base change, so we may
easily get from more general localizations into this situation by further localization.
We shall use localizations Cloc of C or X loc
C
of XC. If the localization is non-trivial,
and we may and do assume this, then all localized schemes are affine.
Our goal is to compute the syntomic regulator K
(3)
4 (C)→ H
2
syn(C, 3). According
to [Bes00b, Proposition 8.6.3] there is an isomorphism, commuting with the regula-
tor, H2syn(C, 3)
≃
−→ H˜2ms(C, 3), where H˜ms is the Gros style modified rigid syntomic
cohomology, in the sense of loc. cit. From now on we shall therefore concentrate on
modified syntomic cohomology. We shall refer to it simply as syntomic cohomology.
Let us recall one of the possible models for modified syntomic cohomology for
affine schemes. Let A be an affine R-scheme. We assume we have an open em-
bedding A →֒ A, where A is proper. From the embedding A →֒ A one obtains the
overconvergent space A†. This space can be made sense out in Grosse-Klo¨nne’s
theory of overconvergent spaces [GK00] as the space whose affine ring, O(A†), is
the weak completion, in the sense of Monsky-Washnitzer, of O(A). However, here
we shall simply think of A† formally as the inverse system of strict neighborhoods
of the special fiber of A in that of A
We further assume that we have an R-linear endomorphism φ : A† → A† whose
reduction is a power of Frobenius, say of degree q = pr. We call φ a Frobenius
endomorphism. Standard results ([Col85, Thm A-1] or [vdP86, Thm 2.4.4.ii]) imply
one always has such φ.
With the above data, we have
H˜nms(A, j) = H
n(MF(F jΩ•(A†)
1−φ∗/qj
−−−−−→ Ω•(A†))) .
Here, the filtration is the stupid filtration on the space of differentials and MF
denotes the mapping fiber (Cone shifted by −1). To be more precise, one really
needs to take the limit of these cohomology groups with respect to powers of φ, in
a way explained in [Bes00b], but it is also explained there that one can ignore this
point.
The cohomomology groups H˜ms are in fact functorial with respect to arbitrary
maps of schemes. This functoriality is not at all obvious from the definition except
in the case where the maps extend to the dagger spaces and commute with φ.
Fortunately, this will always be the case for us. In this situation, one may also
construct relative cohomology in the obvious way (the reader is advised to look
at [BdJ03, Section 5] for constructions of complexes computing relative syntomic
cohomology).
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To end this general review we recall that the corresponding syntomic regulator
is defined by the formula
(5.1) f ∈ O(A)∗ ⊂ K1(A) 7→ (dlog(f), log(f0)/q) ∈ H˜
1
ms(A, 1) ,
where f0 = f
q/φ∗(f) and has the property that log(f0) is in O(A
†). We also
recall from[Bes00b, Definition 6.5] that the cup product H˜•ms(A, i) × H˜
•
ms(A, j) →
H˜•ms(A, i+ j) is given by
(ω1, ǫ1) ∪ (ω2, ǫ2) =
(
ω1 ∧ ω2,
ǫ1 ∧
(
γ + (1 − γ)
φ∗
qj
)
ω2
+(−1)deg(ω1)
((
(1− γ) + γ
φ∗
qi
)
ω1
)
∧ ǫ2
)
.
(5.2)
for some constant γ, which can be taken arbitrarily (producing homotopic prod-
ucts).
We now write these constructions for the affine schemes we are considering. To
simplify notation we write U for (Cloc)†, U ′ for (X loc
C
)†, and XU for (XCloc)
†. We
may localize such that U ′ ⊂ XU . We fix a Frobenius endomorphism φ : U → U .
We can then take the Frobenius endomorphism for XU to be the product of φ with
the map t 7→ tq and for U ′ the restriction of this endomorphism to U ′. Since t 7→ tq
fixes 0 and ∞ we can use the embedding of U in U ′ at t = 0 and t =∞. With this
we have the following models for syntomic cohomology.
(5.3)
H˜ims(X
loc
C
, i) =
{(ω, ǫ), ω ∈ Ω1(U ′), ǫ ∈ Ωi−1(U ′), dω = 0, dǫ =
(
1− φ
∗
qi
)
(ω)}
{(0, dǫ), ǫ ∈ Ωi−2(U ′)}
For i = 1, 2. Now, for the relative one we can write, by throwing away terms which
are forced to be 0,
(5.4)
H˜2ms(X
loc
C
, , 2) =
(ω, ǫ, ǫ∞, ǫ0),
ω ∈ Ω2(U ′), ǫ ∈ Ω1(U ′), ǫs ∈ O(U), s = 0,∞,
dω = 0, dǫ =
(
1−
φ∗
qi
)
(ω), dǫs = ǫ|{t=s}, s = 0,∞
{(
0, dǫ, ǫ|{t=∞}, ǫ|{t=0}
)
, ǫ ∈ O(U ′)
}
The map between H˜2ms(XC, , 2) and H˜
i
ms(XC, i) remembers only ω and ǫ. Since
U ′ is two dimensional and therefore does not support forms of degree 3, we also
have
H˜3ms(X
loc
C
, , 3) =
{(ǫ, ǫ∞, ǫ0), ǫ ∈ Ω
2(U ′), ǫs ∈ Ω
1(U), s = 0,∞, dǫ = 0, dǫs = ǫ|{t=s}, s = 0,∞}{(
dǫ, ǫ|{t=∞}, ǫ|{t=0}
)
, ǫ ∈ Ω1(U ′)
}
(5.5)
If we replace U ′ by XU we obtain a model for H˜
3
ms(XCloc , , 3)
The last model is
(5.6) H˜2ms(C
loc, 3) =
{ǫ ∈ Ω1(U), dǫ = 0}
{dǫ , ǫ ∈ O(U)}
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This is of course just the first de Rham cohomology of U . However, the “correct”
isomorphism with this cohomology is not the obvious one but rather the one twisted
by 1− φ∗/q3, i.e.,
(5.7) H1dR(U)→ H˜
2
ms(C
loc, 3), [η] 7→ [(1 − φ∗/q3)η]
(for an explanation of this see [Bes00b, Proposition 10.1.3]). Here, and in what
follows, we denote the cohomology class of an element in square brackets.
At this point, we are able to make more precise the definition of the p-adic
regulator for open curves that was hinted to in the introduction before stating The-
orem 1.11. As explained there, for each U as above, one has a canonical projection
H1dR(U)
p
−→ H1dR(C/K). This is the unique Frobenius equivariant splitting of the
natural restriction map in the other direction. These projections are compatible in
the obvious way when restricting to a smaller U .
Definition 5.8. The regulator map
regp : K
(3)
4 (C
loc)→ H1dR(C/K)
is the composition
K
(3)
4 (C
loc)→ H1dR(U/K)
p
−→ H1dR(C/K) .
Using the compatibility of the maps p mentioned above for all possible Cloc, from
K
(3)
4 (O) = lim−→Cloc
K
(3)
4 (C
loc) (see [Qui73, Proposition 2.2] or [Sri96, Lemma 5.9])
we also obtain a well defined regulator map
regp : K
(3)
4 (O)→ H
1
dR(C/K) .
We need a formula for the cup product H˜2ms(X
loc
C
, , 2)×H˜1ms(X
loc
C
, 1)→ H˜3ms(X
loc
C
, , 3)
in terms of the models (5.4), (5.3) and (5.5) respectively. Using the formula for a
cup product between a cone and a complex and (5.2) with γ = 0 we find the
following formula:
(5.9) (ω, ǫ, ǫ∞, ǫ0) ∪ (η, h) = (hω + ǫ ∧
φ∗
q
η, ǫ∞η, ǫ0η) .
Suppose now that f and g are in O∗(Cloc) (see Subsection 2.5.4). To compute
the regulator of [g]2∪(f) we start with [g]2 in K
(2)
2 (X
loc
C
, ). It maps in K
(2)
2 (X
loc
C
)
to − t−gt−1 ∪ (1−g), by pulling back along g the corresponding result for the universal
elements [BdJ03, Proposition 6.7].
Lemma 5.10. We have in H˜2ms(X
loc
C
, 2) that −ch( t−gt−1 ∪ (1− g)) = (ωg, ǫg), in the
model (5.3) with
ωg = − dlog(
t− g
t− 1
) ∧ dlog(1− g)
and
ǫg =
1
q
log(1− g)0 dlog
(
t− g
t− 1
)
−
1
q2
log
(
t− g
t− 1
)
0
dlogφ∗(1− g)
Proof. This follows from the formula (5.1) for the regulators of functions, the com-
patibility of ch with cup products and the cup product formula (5.2). 
In what follows, the notation [a1, . . . , ai] will denote the class of (a1, . . . , ai)
in (5.4) or (5.5), depending on if i = 3 or 4.
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Proposition 5.11. We have in H˜2ms(X
loc
C
, , 2), using the model (5.4),
ch([g]2) = [ωg, ǫg, 0,Θ(g)]
where
(5.12) dΘ(g) = ǫg|t=0 =
1
q
log(1 − g)0 dlog g −
1
q2
log g0 dlogφ
∗(1 − g) .
Proof. We are looking for a closed four-tuple, whose first two coordinates represent
the cohomology class of (ωg, ǫg). It is easy to see that we may assume that the first
two coordinates are indeed (ωg, ǫg). Then the closedness condition implies that the
differentials of the next two coordinates give the restriction to t = ∞ and t = 0
respectively of ǫg. These are respectively 0 and ǫg|t=0, so the result is clear. 
Remark 5.13. 1. One can show that there exist a function Θ on P1 such that
Θ(g) is indeed the composition of Θ and g, but we shall not need to use this.
2. The determination of the regulator at this stage is incomplete, since we have
only determined Θ(g) up to a constant. It will turn out that for the regulator
computation this is irrelevant. For the computation of the boundary this becomes
much trickier. We in fact failed to determine the boundary of the regulator directly.
When we need this towards the end of Section 10 for the proof of Theorem 1.9, we
shall use a trick to overcome this difficulty, which in particular forces us to assume
working over a number field at that stage.
Proposition 5.14. The regulator of [g]2 ∪ (f) in H˜
3
ms(X
loc
C
, , 3) is represented by
the following element in the model (5.5)
ǫ(g, f) :=
(
1
q
log f0ωg +
1
q
ǫg ∧ φ
∗ dlog f, 0,
1
q
Θ(g)φ∗ dlog f
)
Proof. This follows again from the compatibility of the regulator with cup products
and from the formulas for the cup product in relative syntomic cohomology (5.9).

Suppose now that α =
∑
i[gi]2 ∪ (fi) belongs to
H1(C•(O)) ≃ K
(3)
4 (O)/K
(2)
3 (O) ∪ O
∗
Q ,
see (2.60). Note that α is only determined up to an element in (1 + I)∗O ∪ O
∗
Q,
see (2.56) and (2.59). A term in the latter space consists explicitly of elements of
the form
(5.15) δ =
∑
j
δ1,j ∪ δ2,j
with δ1,j ∈ K
(1)
1 (X
loc
C
, ) and δ2,j ∈ K
(2)
2 (C
loc), for all possible localizations. There-
fore, for an appropriately chosen Cloc, there exists β ∈ K
(3)
3 (XCloc , ) whose restric-
tion to (X loc
C
, ) is α + δ, where δ is as in (5.15). If we write ch(β) = [ǫ, ǫ∞, ǫ0],
with the ǫ’s living on XU , then we have [ǫ, ǫ∞, ǫ0]|(Xloc
C
, ) =
∑
[ǫ(gi, fi)] + ch(δ).
Writing this explicitly this means that
(ǫ, ǫ∞, ǫ0)|(U ′, ) =
∑
ǫ(gi, fi) + ch(δ) + (dλ, λ|{t=∞}, λ|{t=0})
for some λ ∈ Ω1(U ′) and where now ch(δ) means any form representing this class.
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The isomorphism T∞0 : H˜
3
ms(XCloc , , 3)
∼= H˜2ms(C
loc, 3) is obtained by integra-
tion from 0 to ∞. More precisely it is given by
(5.16) [ǫ, ǫ∞, ǫ0] 7→ [(
∫ ∞
0
ǫ)− (ǫ∞ − ǫ0)] ,
where the integration is only with respect to the variable t. Note that we are
integrating forms on XU .
For forms on U ′ we may do Coleman integration instead (Section 4). This tech-
nique was introduced in [BdJ03, Section 5]. Note that we only discussed Coleman
integration over Cp. The extension of scalars of U and the fibers of U
′ → U , to Cp
are wide open space in the sense of Coleman so one can do Coleman integration on
them. By abuse of notation we shall continue to denote this extension of scalars
by the same letters. Coleman integration will be the same as ordinary integration
if the forms extend to XU . The theory of Coleman integration is not sufficiently
developed yet to tell us that what we do makes sense in general, so we must be
careful to check that it makes sense for the particular forms we are working with.
Now we check what happens to the term ǫ(g, f) under this integration. The
integral of the first term is∫ ∞
0
1
q
log f0ωg +
1
q
ǫg ∧ φ
∗ dlog f =
1
q
log f0
∫ ∞
0
ωg +
1
q
(∫ ∞
0
ǫg
)
∧ φ∗ dlog f
=
1
q
log f0 log g dlog(1− g)−
1
q2
log(1− g)0 log gφ
∗ dlog f .
The last equality follows because
∫∞
0 dlog
t−g
t−1 = − log g and the term involving
log( t−gt−1 )0 vanishes because it does not involve a dt. Adding the term a0 we obtain∫ ∞
0
ǫ(g, f) =
1
q
log f0 log g dlog(1 − g)
−
1
q2
log(1− g)0 log gφ
∗ dlog f
+
1
q
Θ(g)φ∗ dlog f .
(5.17)
Note that this integral belongs to Ω1col,1(U), in the notation of Section 4.
Lemma 5.18. For δ in (1 + I)∗O ∪K
(2)
2 (O) we have T
∞
0 (ch(δ)) = 0.
Proof. As in (5.15) δ is a sum of terms of the form δ1 ∪ δ2 with δ1 in K
(1)
1 (X
loc
C
, )
and δ2 in K
(2)
2 (C
loc). That T∞0 vanishes on these elements follows from the proof
of [BdJ03, Proposition 7.2]. 
Now we deal with the term (dλ, λ|{t=∞}, λ|{t=0}).
Proposition 5.19. Suppose that X loc
C
is obtained from XCloc by removing the
graphs of t = hj(x) for j = 1, . . . , n. Assume further that the reductions of those
graphs are either disjoint or identical (which we can achieve by shrinking Cloc).
Then there are aj(x), a(x) ∈ O(U) such that we have
T∞0 (dλ, λ|{t=∞}, λ|{t=0}) = d(a+
∑
j
aj log(hj)) ,
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where, if there are two hj with identical reduction, one may take just one of them.
In particular, it belongs to Ω1col,1(U).
Proof. We have global coordinates x and t on U ′ so we can write λ = f(x, t)dx +
g(x, t)dt. Then
dλ =
(
∂g
∂x
−
∂f
∂t
)
dx ∧ dt .
Therefore ∫ t=∞
t=0
dλ =
(∫ t=∞
t=0
∂g
∂x
dt
)
dx − (f(x,∞)− f(x, 0))dx .
But the second term is exactly λ|t=∞ − λ|t=0 so we find
T∞0 [dλ, λ|{t=∞}, λ|{t=0}] = d
(∫ t=∞
t=0
g(x, t)dt
)
.
Consider now the two-form γ = g(x, t)dx∧dt ∈ Ω2(U ′). This is closed so represents
a cohomology class in H2rig((X
loc
C
)κ/K). We have a short exact sequence
H2rig((XCloc)κ/K)→ H
2
rig((X
loc
C
)κ/K
Res
−−→ ⊕iH
1
rig((C
loc)κ/K) ,
where the map Res = ⊕j Resj is the sum of the boundary maps on the reduc-
tions of t = hj(x), composed with the pullback under the isomorphisms of these
graphs with (Cloc)κ. Suppose that Resj(γ) is the cohomology class of aj(x)dx ∈
Ω1(U). Let γj := aj(x)dx ∧ dlog(t − hj(x)). Clearly Resl(γj) = 0 if l 6= j. We
claim that Resj(γj) = Resj(γ). This can be seen easily by applying the map
(x, t) → (x, t − hj(x)), transforming γj to aj(x)dx ∧ dlog(t). Thus, γ −
∑
j γj ex-
tends to H2rig((XCloc)κ/K) and its integral is a holomorphic one form on U . Let
this form be a(x)dx. Since
∫ t=∞
t=0 γj = ±aj(x) log(hj(x))dx we find ±
∫ t=∞
t=0 γ =
(a(x)+
∑
aj(x) log(hj(x)))dx and dividing by dx we find
∫ t=∞
t=0 g(x, t)dt = ±(a(x)+∑
aj(x) log(hj(x))). This completes the proof. 
These results give us a strategy for breaking the regulator into a sum of terms,
each depending on the pairs (gi, fi), as follows. Suppose that ω is a form of the
second kind on C and let [ω] be its cohomology class in H1dR(C/K).
Definition 5.20. A functional Lω : Ω
1
col,1(U) → Cp will be called good if it has
the following properties:
• it kills terms of the forms da and d(a log f) for a, f ∈ O(U);
• it kills all terms of the form T∞0 [dλ, λ|{t=∞}, λ|{t=0}];
• if η is in Ω1(U) then we have Lω(η) = p([η]) ∪ [ω].
Proposition 5.21. Suppose that an element β in K
(3)
4 (C
loc) maps to
∑
i[gi]2∪(fi)
in H1(C•(O)) under the natural map K
(3)
4 (C
loc)→ K
(3)
4 (O)→ K
(3)
4 (O)/K
(2)
3 (O)∪
O∗Q, see (2.60), and that ch(β) = [η0] in the model (5.6). Then we have, for a good
functional Lω,
p([η0]) ∪ [ω] =
∑
i
Lω
(∫ ∞
0
ǫ(gi, fi)
)
.
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Proof. We must first show that the map
K
(3)
4 (C
loc)
ch
−→ H˜2ms(C
loc, 3)
η0 7→Lω(η0)
−−−−−−−→ Cp
factors via K
(3)
4 (O)/K
(2)
3 (O) ∪ O
∗
Q. By further localizing, it suffices to show that
the map above vanishes on elements of the form γ ∪ f with γ ∈ K
(2)
3 (C
loc) and
f ∈ O∗(Cloc). We have
(5.22) H˜1ms(C
loc, 2) = {(0, ǫ), ǫ ∈ O(U), dǫ = 0} = {(0, ǫ), ǫ ∈ K} .
Thus ch(γ) = (0, α) for some α ∈ K. On the other hand, by (5.1) we have
ch(f) = (dlog f, log(f0)/q) (here f0) does not matter). Using (5.2) we obtain, in
the model (5.6)
ch(γ ∪ f) = (0, α) ∪ (dlog f, log(f0)/q) = α dlog f .
The factorization thus follows from first property of the good functional (with
a = 1). Next, by Proposition 5.19 the first property also implies that Lω kills all
terms of the form T∞0 [dλ, λ|{t=∞}, λ|{t=0}]. The result now follows immediately
from the discussion above. 
Remark 5.23. There is a final wrinkle here because of the normalization (5.7) for
the syntomic regulator. For β as in the Corollary, the regulator of β is in fact [η]
with
(
1− φ
∗
q3
)
η = η0 Thus, once we have the functional Lω we shall be able to
compute p(η0) ∪ [ω] but will in fact want p(η) ∪ [ω]. Fortunately, it is easy to see
(and will be explained) that if we know p(η0) ∪ [ω] for all ω, then we also know
p(η)∪ [ω] for all ω. In fact, as in previous computations, the result with η is much
simpler than with η0, confirming the “correctness” of our normalization.
6. Wishes
This section is highly speculative. It contains no formal proofs. Nevertheless,
we feel it is vital for the understanding of a significant portion of the computations
to come. It also suggests interesting research directions into a more canonical
representation of syntomic cohomology, one that would make the computations in
the syntomic case equivalent to the complex case.
We want to follow a strategy that proved very successful in computing syntomic
regulators onK2 of curves (see the discussion after Proposition 5.2 in [Bes00c]). We
argue heuristically, in some make believe world where syntomic cohomology looks
much more like Deligne cohomology from the computational standpoint, and get a
formula for the regulator. Then we try to relate this formula with the formula we
obtained in the previous section and see what needs to be proved to show that the
two formulas are equivalent. That the make believe formula turns out to be correct
is a strong indication that one should be able to turn the make believe computation
into a rigorous one.
The make believe computation is based on the following assumptions:
• The “cohomology” is given by the pairs (ω, h) where ω is an i-form and h is
an i−1 form with dh = ω. Of course h is not an actual form but something
like a Coleman form, for example a Coleman function.
• The “regulator” of a function f is the pair (dlog(f), log(f)).
• The cup product is given by (ω1, h1)∪(ω2, h2) = (ω1∧ω2, ω1∧h2 or h1∧ω2).
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With these rules, we can redo the computation from the previous section in this
make believe language: We have in H˜2ms(X
loc
C
, 2) that −ch( t−gt−1 ∪ (1− g)) = (ωg, εg)
with ωg as in Lemma 5.10 and εg = − log(1 − g) dlog(
t−g
t−1 ). Since the restriction
of εg to t = 0 is − log(1 − g) dlog(g) = dLi2(g) we have, following the proof of
Proposition 5.11, that ch([g]2) ∈ H˜
2
ms(X
loc
C
, , 2) equals [ωg, εg, 0,Li2(g)]. Cupping
with (dlog(f), log(f)) we get
ǫ˜(g, f) := ch([g]2 ∪ (f)) = [− log(f) dlog(
t− g
t− 1
) ∧ dlog(1− g)), 0, 0] .
Applying T∞0 we find T
∞
0 (ǫ˜(g, f)) = log(f) log(g) dlog(1 − g).
We now compare this with
∫∞
0 ǫ(g, f) of (5.17). Continuing to mimic the dis-
cussion of the K2 in [Bes00c], the former version should be an untwisted version of
the latter, i.e., without the “twist” by (1 − φ
∗
q3 ). To see this, we use the formalism
described in [Bes00c, Remark 3.1] to get(
1−
φ∗
q3
)
[log(f) log(g) dlog(1− g)] =
1
q
log(f0) log(g) dlog(1− g)
+
1
q2
logφ∗(f) log(g) dlog(1 − g)0
+
1
q3
log(g0) logφ
∗(f)φ∗ dlog(1 − g)
(6.1)
This already begins to look similar to
∫∞
0 ǫ(g, f) but there are differences. We want
to argue that the difference is “exact”. This can not be taken to simply mean being
the differential of something, since in Coleman’s theory every form is integrable.
Experience has shown that things are exact if they are the differential of a product
of functions. We shall use two such assertions. To each one will correspond a
precise statement in the following sections, which will be justified by the techniques
we shall introduce. To remind ourselves where these occured, we shall call them
“Wishes”, and mark them explicitly. The first one is
Wish 6.2. We have in cohomology that Θ(g) dlogφ∗(f) = − logφ∗(f) dΘ(g).
Using this wish we can write the term 1qΘ(g) dlogφ
∗(f) in (5.17) as
−
1
q
dΘ(g) logφ∗(f)
= −
1
q
(
1
q
log(1 − g)0 dlog g −
1
q2
log g0 dlogφ
∗(1 − g)
)
logφ∗(f)
= −
1
q2
log(1− g)0 dlog(g) logφ
∗(f) +
1
q3
log(g0) dlogφ
∗(1− g) logφ∗(f) ,
so we obtain∫ ∞
0
ǫ(g, f) =
1
q
log(f0) log(g) dlog(1− g)−
1
q2
log(1− g)0 log(g)φ
∗ dlog(f)
−
1
q2
log(1− g)0 dlog(g) logφ
∗(f) +
1
q3
log(g0) dlogφ
∗(1− g) logφ∗(f) .
Comparing this with
(
1− φ
∗
q3
)
(log(f) log(g) dlog(1− g)) given in (6.1) we see that
the first and last terms are the same, and that therefore we get our desired equality,
“twisted” by 1− φ
∗
q3 if we get our second wish to come true.
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Wish 6.3. We have in cohomology that
log(1−g)0 log(g)φ
∗(dlog(f))+log(1−g)0 logφ
∗(f) dlog(g)+log(g) logφ∗(f) dlog(1−g)0
is trivial.
In Sections 7 and 8 we shall introduce triple indices. The wishes described above
correspond to precise results stated in terms of triple indices, which we can indeed
prove.
7. The triple index, local theory
We first briefly recall the theory of the “local index” from [Bes00c, Section 4].
In our new context this should be called the double index. To make things slightly
simpler, we work in an algebraic context. The transition to working with annuli is
straightforward.
LetK be a field of characteristic 0. We consider the algebraAlog := K((z))[log(z)]
of polynomials over the formal variable log(z), over the field of finite to the left Lau-
rent power series in z. We further consider the module of differentials Alog · dz. It
is an easy excercise in integration by parts to see that every form in Alog ·dz has an
integral in Alog in a unique way up to a constant. We distinguish in Alog the subfield
Mer := K((z)) of meromorphic functions and the subspace Alog,1 = Mer+K · log(z)
consisting exactly of all functions whose differential is in Mer · dz. To F ∈ Alog,1
we can associated the residue of its differential Res dF ∈ K. If F ∈ Alog,1, then
F ∈ Mer if and only if Res dF = 0.
Definition 7.1 ([Bes00c, Proposition 4.5]). The double index is the unique anti-
symmetric bilinear form 〈 , 〉 : Alog,1 × Alog,1 → K such that 〈F,G〉 = ResFdG
whenever this last expression makes sense.
We recall that the construction of this index is essentially trivial: one notices
that the anti-symmetry forces 〈log(z), log(z)〉 = 0 and that 〈F,G〉 = −ResGdF
whenever this expression makes sense. Then one writes F = α log(z) + f , G =
β log(z) + g with f, g ∈ Mer and then one uses the bilinearity to write 〈F,G〉 as a
sum of terms that can be computed.
The triple index turns out to be a bit more complicated. First of all we need to
explain on which data it is evaluated:
• three functions F,G,H in Alog,1;
• for each two functions R and S out of F,G,H a choice of
∫
RdS (i.e., a
function in Alog whose differential is RdS) and of
∫
SdR in such a way that
(7.2)
∫
RdS +
∫
SdR = RS .
As it will turn out this information is a bit redundant: clearly
∫
RdS determines∫
SdR. Also it will turn out that the index will be independent of
∫
FdG. Still,
these symmetric data are very convenient. To not carry around too much notation,
we shall simply denoted these data by (F,G;H), where the additional choices should
be understood from the context. In particular, any permutation of F,G,H induces
an obvious permutation of the additional data. Also, if (Fi, G;H), i = 1, 2 are
given with all their additional data then there is a natural choice of data for (F1 +
F2, G;H), and similary in the second and third positions. If we do need to indicate
a change in the auxiliary data we shall write this as (F,G;H |IFdG, · · · ), where the
subscript FdG indicates that I is an integral of FdG.
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Proposition 7.3. There exist a unique function from data as above to K, denoted
(F,G;H) 7→ 〈F,G;H〉, called the triple index, such that the following conditions
are satisfied.
(1) Trilinearity - the triple index is linear in each of the three variables, which
means that 〈α1F1 + α2F2, G;H〉 = α1〈F1, G;H〉 + α2〈F2, G;H〉 provided
that all auxiliary data are chosen in the way indicated above, and similary
for linearity in G and H.
(2) Symmetry - we have 〈F,G;H〉 = 〈G,F ;H〉, again with the choice of auxil-
iary data indicated above.
(3) Triple identity - We have, again with the obvious additional choices,
〈F,G;H〉+ 〈F,H ;G〉 + 〈G,H ;F 〉 = 0.
(4) Reduction to the double index - if G ∈ Mer then 〈F,G;H〉 =
〈
F,
∫
GdH
〉
,
where
∫
GdH is taken from the auxiliary data and is in Alog,1 because by
assumption GdH ∈ Mer · dz.
Proof. We first show that the dependency on the choices of integrals is forced by
the properties of the triple index.
Lemma 7.4. Suppose that the triple index exists. We then have the following
change of constant formulae:
(1) If C is a constant, then
〈F,G;H |(I + C)GdH , (J − C)HdG〉 = 〈F,G;H |IGdH , JHdG〉 − C · Res dF
〈F,G;H |(I + C)FdH , (J − C)HdF 〉 = 〈F,G;H |IFdH , JHdF 〉 − C · Res dG
(2) The triple index is independent of the integral
∫
FdG.
Proof. We use the trilinearity. Consider the data (F, 0;H), where the additional
data are the same for F and H but we take the integral of 0dH to be C, hence
we are forced to take that of Hd0 to be −C. We take
∫
0dF = 0. The trilinarity
implied that 〈F,G;H〉 and 〈F, 0;H〉 gives the left-hand side of the formula. But
reduction to the double index means that 〈F, 0;H〉 = 〈F,C〉 = −ResCdF . An
identical argument proves the second case. Finally, if in the above argument we
take instead
∫
0dF = D and
∫
0dH = 0, we see from exactly the same argument
that the integral is independent of the auxiliary choice
∫
FdG. 
We now check that the triple index is uniquely defined on all data where at least
one of F , G, H is in Mer. Clearly in this case we can use Reduction to the double
index together with symmetry and the triple formula to compute the index, so it
is clearly unique. The following lemma gives existence.
Lemma 7.5. Consider the following recepy:
(1) if G ∈ Mer define 〈F,G;H〉 =
〈
F,
∫
GdH
〉
;
(2) if F ∈ Mer define 〈F,G;H〉 = 〈G,F ;H〉 where the last expression is defined
as in (1);
(3) if H ∈ Mer define 〈F,G;H〉 = −(〈F,H ;G〉+〈G,H ;F 〉) where each of these
terms is defined as in 1.
Then this recepy gives a well-defined 〈F,G;H〉 in all cases where at least one of
F , G and H is in Mer and restricted to this subset it satisfies all properties of the
triple index.
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Proof. To show that this expression is well-defined we need to consider what hap-
pens when two of F,G,H are in Mer: If F,G ∈ Mer we check that
〈
F,
∫
GdH
〉
=〈
G,
∫
FdH
〉
. This follows because by the definition of the double index both ex-
pressions equal ResFGdH . Next we check that if G,H ∈ Mer then〈
F,
∫
GdH
〉
+
〈
F,
∫
HdG
〉
+
〈
G,
∫
HdF
〉
= 〈F,GH〉+
〈
G,
∫
HdF
〉
by bilinearity of the double index and (7.2)
= −ResGHdF +ResGHdF = 0 .
Thus we find that we have a well-defined expression. We need to check that all
properties of the expected triple index hold in this case. Trilinearity is essentially
clear from the bilinearity of the double index. Symmetry is also easy: if F or G
are in Mer then symmetry follows from the first two rules. If H is in Mer then the
expression in (3) is clearly symmetric in F and G. The triple identity is forced by
(3) and the reduction to the double index is an immediate consequence of our check
that the triple index is well-defined. 
Note that the proof of Lemma 7.4 applies verbatim for this partial triple index,
so we know the dependency on the choices of integrals.
To extend the triple index to all F , G and H we first check the case where F =
G = H = log(z). Then we can arrange that all auxiliary data equal (1/2) log2(z).
The triple formula implies immediately that (with these data)
(7.6) 〈log(z), log(z); log(z)〉 = 0.
We can now demonstrate uniqueness for the triple index. Suppose Fi = αi log(z)+
fi, i = 1, 2, 3 where αi ∈ K and fi ∈ Mer. Choose some auxiliary data
∫
RdS for any
two R and S out of fi and αi log(z), where we continue to take
∫
log(z) dlog(z) =
(1/2) log2(z). Using trilinearity and (7.6) we can write 〈F1, F2;F3〉, with some
choice of auxiliary data, as the sum with some coefficients of triple indices where
at least one of the entries is in Mer which are therefore computable by previous
considerations. Now we can use change of constant to write 〈F1, F2;F3〉 with ar-
bitrary auxiliary data. This shows uniqueness and gives a formula for the general
index. We need to check that this formula is well-defined, which given the fact that
all the summands are well-defined thanks to Lemma 7.5 amounts to checking inde-
pendence of the choices of the auxiliary data. This is Just a tedious formal check:
suppose for example that we add C to
∫
α1 log(z)df3, and correspondingly subtract
C from
∫
f3α1 dlog z. This will have the effect that
∫
F1dF3 will be added a C and∫
F3dF1 will be subtracted a C. This procedure will subtract α2C = C Res dF2
from 〈α1, α2 log(z); f3〉 and will not change any of the other indices. This shows
that the change does not alter the index.
It remains to check that our formula satisfies all the properties for the triple
index. First the change of constant formula of Lemma 7.4 is clear because we used
it in the definition and we showed that the formula we get is well-defined. Now given
change of constant it easy to see that it is enough to check trilinearity, symmetry
and triple identity for one choice of auxiliary data. The derivation of these three
formulas is then completely formal. Finally, reduction to the double index can only
occur if at least one αi is 0. But in this case we clearly get the triple index for the
case where Fi ∈ Mer so we know this formula already. 
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To compute the triple index in some concrete situations, which will be needed
later, we introduce the notion of the constant term.
Definition 7.7. The constant term, with respect to the variable z is the linear
functional cz : Alog → K, first defined on Mer by
cz(
∑
anz
n) = a0
and then in general by
cz(
∞∑
i=0
fi(z) log
i(z)) = cz(f0) .
Note that the unlike the triple index, the constant term definitely depends on
the choice of the local parameter z. For example, for α ∈ K and the function
f(z) = log(z) = log(αz)− log(α) we have cz(f) = 0 but cαz(f) = − log(α).
Proposition 7.8. Let F , G and H be three functions in Alog,1 whose differentials
(which are in Merdz) have at most simple poles at 0. The choice of integrals
∫
FdH
and
∫
GdH gives auxiliary data for the computation of 〈F,G;H〉 and with respect
to this choice we have
〈F,G;H〉 = cz(F ) · cz(G) · Res dH − Res dF · cz(
∫
GdH)− Res dG · cz(
∫
FdH)
Proof. We have a bilinear map
(F,H)→
∫ ′
FdH := unique
∫
FdH with cz(
∫
FdH) = 0 .
Therefore, we see that the map
(F,G,H)→ 〈F,G;H〉′ :=
〈
F,G;H
∣∣∣ ∫ ′ FdHFdH , ∫ ′GdHGdH〉
is trilinear and symmetric in F and G. By Lemma 7.4 it suffices to prove that
(7.9) 〈F,G,H〉
′
= cz(F ) · cz(G) · Res dH
and as both sides are trilinear and symmetric in F and G, and as F = a log(z)+f(z)
with f(z) holomorphic and similary for G and H , it suffices to treat the following
cases:
(1) When f , g and h are holomorphic we have
〈f, g, h〉
′
= Res fgdh = 0 = cz(f)cz(g)Res dh
since Res dh = 0.
(2) Suppose F = G = H = log(z). Since cz(log
2(z)/2) = 0 we see that the
local index computed with all auxiliary data set equal to log2(z)/2 is given by
〈log(z), log(z); log(z)〉
′
, and this we know is 0 by (7.6). On the other hand, the
right-hand side of (7.9) is also zero since cz(log(z)) = 0.
(3) If g and h are holomorphic we have
〈log(z), g;h〉
′
=
〈
log(z),
∫ ′
gdh
〉
= −Res(
∫ ′
gdh) dlog z = (
∫ ′
gdh)(0) = 0 ,
which equals cz(log(z))cz(g)Res dh as required.
(4) if f and g are holomorphic we find
〈f, g; log(z)〉
′
= Res fg dlog z = fg(0) = cz(f)cz(g)Res dlog z .
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(5) If g is holomorphic and a = cz(g) we see that
∫ ′
(g − a) dlog z =
∫ ′
g dlog z −
a log(z). Using this we find
〈log(z), g; log(z)〉 =
〈
log(z),
∫ ′
g dlog z
〉
=
〈
log(z),
∫ ′
(g − a) dlog z
〉
= −Res
(∫ ′
(g − a) dlog z
)
dlog z = 0
since
∫ ′
(g − a) dlog z is holomorphic and has constant term 0. This again equals
the right-hand side.
(6) The final case is for 〈log(z), log(z);h〉 with h holomorphic. Now cz(h log(z)) = 0,
so we have the equation
∫ ′
h dlog z +
∫ ′
log(z)dh = h log(z). We therefore immedi-
ately deduce this last case from the previous one and the triple identity. 
8. The triple index, global theory
At this point we shall switch for convenience to assuming that our ground field
is Cp. Suppose now that we consider an open annulus V ∼= {r < |z| < s} with a
parameter z. Then exactly the same analysis gives us a triple index on V .
The uniqueness of the triple index immediately implies (compare [Bes00c, Lemma 4.6])
the following result.
Lemma 8.1. If φ : V → V is an endomorphism of degree n, let φ∗(F,G;H) be
defined in the obvious way, pulling back by φ all the auxiliary data. Denote these
data simply by (φ∗F, φ∗G;φ∗H). Then we have the formula
〈φ∗F, φ∗G;φ∗H〉 = n〈F,G;H〉.
Consider now a wide open space U over Cp with annuli ends set End(U). We
shall denote the triple index with respect to the end e by the subscript e. When we
are given 3 Coleman functions F , G and H on U , such that their differentials are
in A(U), we may choose Coleman integrals for all forms RdS when R and S are
among F , G and H , and we may do so in such a way that
∫
RdS +
∫
SdR = RS
globally. This allows us to compute 〈F,G;H〉e at each end e and we may consider
the global triple index
〈F,G;H〉gl =
∑
e∈End(U)
〈F,G;H〉e
Lemma 8.2. The expression 〈F,G;H〉gl is independent of the auxiliary choices,
so depends only on F , G and H.
Proof. Since the possible integrals differ from one another by a global constant, if
we change for example
∫
GdH by a constant C, the change of constant formula
implies that the global triple index changes by
∑
eC Rese dF = C
∑
eRese dF =
C · 0 = 0. 
Unlike the global double index, the global triple index does not depend solely
on the cohomology classes of dF, · · · , and not even just on the differentials of the
functions. For example, if C is a constant we have the formula 〈F,C;H〉gl =∑
e
〈
F,
∫
CdH
〉
e
= C
∑
e 〈F,H〉e. However, we do have the following.
Lemma 8.3. If C is a constant then 〈F,G;C〉gl = 0.
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Proof. Indeed,
〈F,G; 1〉gl = −〈F, 1, G〉gl − 〈G, 1, F 〉gl by the triple identity
= −
〈
F,
∫
dG
〉
gl
−
〈
G,
∫
dF
〉
gl
by reduction to the double index
= −〈F,G〉gl − 〈G,F 〉gl = 0 ,
where the last two equalities follow because the global double index is independent
of the choice of the integral and by the anti-symmetry of the double index. 
The lemma suggests that the global triple index is quite an interesting creature.
It deserves further study. For our purposes we only need the following results:
Proposition 8.4. Let F , G, H in Acol(U) have dF, dG, dH in Ω
1(U), and sup-
pose that [dF ] and [dG] are eigenvectors for Frobenius with eigenvalue q. Then
〈F,G;H〉gl = 0.
Proof. We begin by establishing the following formulae. If r ∈ A(U) then
(8.5) 〈F, r,H〉gl =
∑
e
〈
F,
∫
rdH
〉
e
= 0
where the last equality follows from [Bes00c, Corollary 4.11]. Similarly we find that
if also s ∈ A(U) then 〈s,G,H〉gl = 0. Now if h ∈ A(U), then
〈F,G;h〉gl = −〈F, h;G〉gl − 〈G, h;F 〉gl = 0 ,
by application of (8.5). This last formula shows that for fixed F and G the function
H 7→ 〈F,G;H〉gl depends only on the cohomology class of dH , [dH ] ∈ H
1(U). Let
φ be a Frobenius lift on U . The assumption on F and G implies the existence of
r, s ∈ A(U) such that φ∗F = qF + r and φ∗G = qG+ s. Using this we can compute
q〈F,G;H〉gl = 〈φ
∗F, φ∗G;φ∗H〉gl
= 〈qF + r, qG+ s;φ∗H〉gl = q
2〈F,G;φ∗H〉gl ,
using bilinearity and (8.5). This shows that the functional [dH ] 7→ 〈F,G;H〉gl is an
eigenvector for the action of φ∗ with eigenvalue 1/q. Such a functional must be 0
because the eigenvalues of φ∗ onH1(U) are either q or Weil numbers of weight 1. 
Note that this proposition applies in particular when F and G are of the form r+
log(f) where r, f ∈ A(U). This follows since by [CdS88, Lemma 2.5.1], log(f q/φ∗(f))
is in A(U).
Proposition 8.6. Suppose ω ∈ Ω1(U) has trivial residues on all residue ends, so
that its Coleman integral Fω is in fact analytic on the ends. Let F,G,H be Coleman
functions on U whose differentials are holomorphic and represent eigenvectors for
Frobenius with eigenvalue q. Then
(8.7)
∑
e
〈
F,G;
∫
FωdH
〉
e
+
∑
e
〈
F,H ;
∫
FωdG
〉
e
+
∑
e
〈
G,H ;
∫
FωdF
〉
e
equals zero.
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Proof. Note that the expression above makes sense since on each residue end e the
form FωdH is analytic, so the corresponding triple index is defined, and similarly
with H replaced by F and F . Note also that this is of course not a global index in
the sens of this section, since FωdH is not holomorphic. The strategy for the proof
is the same as for Proposition 8.4. First we notice that if Fω is in fact holomorphic,
then the identity holds by Proposition 8.4. It follows that the expression factors
via the cohomology class [ω]. Suppose now that we replace F by a holomorphic
function u. We then have∑
e
〈
u,G;
∫
FωdH
〉
e
=
∑
e
〈
G,
∫
FωudH
〉
e∑
e
〈
u,H ;
∫
FωdG
〉
e
=
∑
e
〈
H,
∫
FωudG
〉
e
by reduction to the double index, and∑
e
〈
G,H ;
∫
Fωdu
〉
e
=
∑
e
〈
G,H ;Fωu−
∫
uω
〉
e
=
∑
e
〈G,H ;Fωu〉e by Proposition 8.4
= −
∑
e
〈G,Fωu;H〉 −
∑
e
〈H,Fωu;G〉 by the triple identity
= −
∑
e
〈
G,
∫
FωudH
〉
e
−
∑
e
〈
H,
∫
FωudG
〉
e
by reducing to the double index again as Fω is analytic. This shows that if we
replace F by u in the formula to be proved we indeed get 0. Similarly we get the
same result if we replace G by a holomorphic v, H by a holomorphic w, or if we
do 2 or 3 of these replacements at the same time. Now, exactly as in the proof of
Proposition 8.4, writing the right-hand side of (8.7) as T (F,G,H, ω), we easily get
from the previous computation that
qT (F,G,H, ω) = T (φ∗F, φ∗G,φ∗H,φ∗ω)
= q3T (F,G,H, φ∗ω)
which shows that the functional γ([ω]) := T (F,G,H, ω) satisfies γ(φ∗[ω]) = q−2γ([ω]),
so that γ(q2φ∗ − id)[ω]) = 0. By the theory of Weil numbers, it follows that γ = 0.
This proves what we want. 
9. A formula for the regulator
In this section we obtain our first explicit regulator formula, Theorem 9.10, using
the theory of the triple index. For technical reasons, the syntomic regulator itself
must be developed over a discretely values field. However, since we have formulas
for the regulator that make sense over Cp as well, we work from now until the end
of this paper over Cp.
Now that we have at our disposal the triple index, we can interpret our make
believe computation of Section 6 in such a way that it will become true. We continue
with the notation of the previous section, so U is a wide open space over Cp.
The first thing that the triple index allows us to do is to extend the cup product
to some Coleman differential forms. We first need a lemma.
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Lemma 9.1. The map Ω1col,1(U)→ H
1(U)⊗ Ω1(U) given by∑
Fωiηi →
∑
[ωi]⊗ ηi
is well-defined.
Proof. This is [Bes02, Corollary 6.2]. 
Proposition 9.2. There is a unique bilinear map
≪ , ≫ : Acol,1(U)⊗ Ω
1
col,1(U)→ Cp
such that we have, for any F , G, H in Acol,1(U),
(9.3) ≪ F,GdH ≫ = 〈F,G;H〉gl .
Proof. By definition, Ω1col,1(U) is generated by forms like GdH so uniqueness is
clear. To show the existence we first note that by Lemma 8.3 the right-hand side
depends only on dH . This shows that ≪ , ≫ is well-defined as a map Acol,1(U)⊗
Acol,1(U) ⊗ Ω
1(U) → Cp, where the tensors are taken over Cp. Lemma 9.1 shows
that the kernel of the map G⊗ dH → GdH from Acol,1(U)⊗Ω
1(U) to Ω1col,1(U) is
contained in A(U) ⊗ Ω1(U) so it is enough to observe that that if g in A(U) then
〈F, g;H〉gl =
〈
F,
∫
gdH
〉
gl
indeed depends only on the form gdH . 
The interest in the pairing≪ , ≫ lies in the fact that its restriction toAcol,1(U)⊗
Ω1(U) is given by
≪ F, dG≫ = 〈F,G〉gl .
The pairing on the right was studied in [Bes00c]. It is known to depend only on
dF , and if dF , dG give cohomology classes that extend to C it is simply given by
the cup product. This proves part of the following result.
Proposition 9.4. Let ω in Ω1(U), such that [ω] extends to C, and let F = Fω
in Acol,1(U) be a Coleman integral of ω. The functional Lω(η) = ≪ F, η ≫ on
Ω1col,1(U) is good in the sense of Definition 5.20.
Proof. Note that we are not claiming that this functional is independent of the
choice of the constant of integration. The only property we need to prove is that
Lω vanishes on forms of type d(a log f), with a and f in A(U). This is easily
established:
≪ F, d(a log f)≫ =≪ F, a dlog f ≫+≪ F, log fda≫
= 〈F, a; log f〉gl + 〈F, a; log f〉gl
= 〈a, log f ;F 〉gl = 0
by Proposition 8.4. 
Corollary 9.5. The composition K
(3)
4 (O)
regp
−−−→ H1dR(C) factorizes through the
quotient map K
(3)
4 (O)→ K
(3)
4 (O)/K
(2)
3 (O) ∪ O
∗
Q.
Proof. By Proposition 5.21 and the normalization (5.7), the fact that a good func-
tional for ω exists implies that the composition
K
(3)
4 (O)
regp
−−−→ H1dR(C)
1−φ∗/q3
−−−−−→ H1dR(C)
∪[ω]
−−−→ K
factors. As this is true for any ω it follows that K
(3)
4 (O)
regp
−−−→ H1dR(C)
1−φ∗/q3
−−−−−→
H1dR(C) factors, but 1− φ
∗/q3 is invertible on H1dR(C) so the result follows. 
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Propositions 9.4 and 5.21 suggest that we need to compute ≪ F,
∫∞
0
ǫ(g, f)≫.
We shall manipulate this, by “making our wishes come true”, in the form of the
following proposition.
Proposition 9.6. Let F be as in Proposition 9.4 and let g, f ∈ O∗(Cloc) with
g 6= 1. Let
∫∞
0 ǫ(g, f) be as in (5.17). Then we have
(9.7) ≪ F,
∫ ∞
0
ǫ(g, f)≫ =
∑
e
T (g, f, F )e ,
where
T (g, f, F )e =
1
q
〈
log f0, log g;
∫
F dlog(1− g)
〉
e
+
1
q2
〈
logφ∗(f), log(g);
∫
F dlog(1− g)0
〉
e
+
1
q3
〈
logφ∗(f), log(g0);
∫
Fφ∗ dlog(1 − g)
〉
e
.
(9.8)
Proof. We have by (5.17) and (9.3)
≪ F,
∫ ∞
0
ǫ(g, f)≫ =
∑
e
(1
q
〈
F, log g;
∫
log f0 dlog(1− g)
〉
e
−
1
q2
〈
F, log g;
∫
log(1− g)0 dlogφ
∗(f)
〉
e
+
1
q
〈F,Θ(g); dlogφ∗(f)〉e
)
.
Note that dF is in Ω1(U) and has trivial residues along all annuli ends. It follows
that F is holomorphic on each annuli end.
At every annulus e we obtain the identities〈
F, log g;
∫
log f0 dlog(1− g)
〉
e
=
〈
log(g),
∫
F log f0 dlog(1− g)
〉
e
=
〈
log f0, log g;
∫
F dlog(1− g)
〉
e〈
F, log g;
∫
log(1− g)0 dlog φ
∗(f)
〉
e
=
〈
log g,
∫
F log(1− g)0 dlogφ
∗(f)
〉
e
= 〈log g, F log(1− g)0; logφ
∗(f)〉e
and
〈F,Θ(g); dlogφ∗(f)〉e = Rese FΘ(g) dlogφ
∗(f) = 〈logφ∗(f),Θ(g)F 〉e
so we obtain
≪ F,
∫ ∞
0
ǫ(g, f)≫ =
∑
e
(1
q
〈
log f0, log g;
∫
F dlog(1− g)
〉
e
−
1
q2
〈log g, F log(1− g)0; logφ
∗(f)〉e
−
1
q
〈logφ∗(f),Θ(g)F 〉e
)
.
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To equate this with the right-hand side of (9.7) we now realize our wishes one by
one. First we notice that the first summands in each expression are identical. The
realization of the first wish corresponds to the formula∑
e
〈logφ∗(f),Θ(g)F 〉e
=
∑
e
〈
logφ∗(f),
∫
FdΘ(g)
〉
e
+
∑
e
〈
logφ∗(f),
∫
Θ(g)dF
〉
e
=
∑
e
〈
logφ∗(f),
∫
FdΘ(g)
〉
e
,
as the second sum on the second line vanishes by [Bes00c, Corollary 4.11]. Now we
may use the formula (5.12) for dΘ(g) to write this as∑
e
(1
q
〈log φ∗(f), F log(1− g)0; log(g)〉e
−
1
q2
〈
logφ∗(f), log(g0);
∫
Fφ∗ dlog(1− g)
〉
e
)
,
so the left-hand side of (9.7) becomes∑
e
(1
q
〈
log f0, log g;
∫
F dlog(1− g)
〉
e
−
1
q2
〈log g, F log(1− g)0; logφ
∗(f)〉e
−
1
q2
〈logφ∗(f), F log(1− g)0; log(g)〉e
+
1
q3
〈
logφ∗(f), log(g0);
∫
Fφ∗ dlog(1− g)
〉
e
)
.
Now the last term also agrees with the last term of the right-hand side of (9.7) and
we are left with verifying the realization of the second wish in the form of∑
e
(
〈log g, F log(1 − g)0; logφ
∗(f)〉e
+〈logφ∗(f), F log(1− g)0; log(g)〉e
+
〈
logφ∗(f), log(g);
∫
F dlog(1− g)0
〉
e
)
= 0 .
If the last triple index is replaced by 〈logφ∗(f), log(g);F log(1− g)0〉e the result is
an immediate consequence of the triple identity, and indeed we have∑
e
〈
logφ∗(f), log(g);
∫
F dlog(1− g)0
〉
e
=
∑
e
〈logφ∗(f), log(g);F log(1− g)0〉e
−
∑
e
〈
logφ∗(f), log(g);
∫
log(1− g)0dF
〉
e
,
and the last sum is 0 by Proposition 8.4. 
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Proposition 9.9. Let G be such that dG lies in Ω1(U) and G is holomorphic on
annuli ends. Then, with the notation of Proposition 9.6, we have
T (g, f, φ∗G)e =
〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
(φ∗ −
1
q2
)Gdlog(1 − g)
〉
e
.
Proof. Let F = φ∗G. We replace in (9.8) each term of the form h0 by q log(h) −
logφ∗(h). Then we get
T (g, f, F )e =
1
q
〈
q log(f)− logφ∗(f), log g;
∫
F dlog(1− g)
〉
e
+
1
q2
〈
logφ∗(f), log(g); q
∫
F dlog(1− g)−
∫
F dlogφ∗(1− g)
〉
e
+
1
q3
〈
logφ∗(f), q log(g)− logφ∗(g);
∫
Fφ∗ dlog(1− g)
〉
e
,
which after some cancelations equals〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
F dlog(1 − g)
〉
e
−
1
q3
〈
logφ∗(f), logφ∗(g);
∫
F dlogφ∗(1 − g)
〉
e
.
After substituting φ∗G for F this becomes〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
φ∗Gdlog(1− g)
〉
e
−
1
q2
〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
Gdlog(1− g)
〉
e
=
〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
(φ∗ −
1
q2
)Gdlog(1− g)
〉
e
as required. 
We now proceed to apply this theory to elements in K-theory.
Theorem 9.10. 1. Suppose that an element β ∈ K
(3)
4 (C
loc) maps to
∑
i[gi]2 ∪ fi
in H1(C•(O)) under the composition (with the last isomorphism from (2.60))
(9.11) K
(3)
4 (C
loc)→ K
(3)
4 (O)→ K
(3)
4 (O)/K
(2)
3 (O) ∪O
∗
Q
≃
−→ H1(C•(O)) ,
and that ch(β) ∈ H˜2ms(C
loc, 3) is the image of [η] ∈ H1dR(U) under the map (5.7).
Let ω in Ω1(U) have trivial residues along all annuli ends of U . Then
(9.12) 〈Fω, Fη〉gl =
∑
i
∑
e
〈
log(fi), log(gi);
∫
Fω dlog(1− gi)
〉
e
,
where Fω and Fη are any Coleman integrals of ω and η respectively.
2. In particular, the composition
K
(3)
4 (C
loc)
ch
−→ H˜2ms(C
loc, 3)
[η] 7→〈Fω,Fη〉gl
−−−−−−−−−→ Cp
factors via (9.11).
Proof. First one easily checks that the validity of the formula depends only on the
cohomology class of ω. Since the operator φ∗ − 1/q2 is invertible on H1(U) we can
assume that ω = (φ∗ − 1/q2)µ with µ in Ω1(U) and that Fω = (φ
∗ − 1/q2)G with
G a Coleman integral of µ. Notice that G satisfies the condition of Proposition 9.9.
Let η0 be ch(β) ∈ H˜
2
ms(C
loc, 3) in the model (5.6) so that by (5.7) we have η0 =
(1 − φ∗/q3)η. We can take the Coleman integral of η0 to be Fη0 = (1 − φ
∗/q3)Fη.
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Let F = φ∗G. By Proposition 9.4 the functional Lω(η) =≪ F, η ≫ is good in the
sense of Definition 5.20. It follows that we may apply Proposition 5.21 to obtain
≪ F, η0 ≫ =
∑
i
≪ F,
∫ ∞
0
ǫ(gi, fi)≫
=
∑
i
∑
e
T (gi, fi, F )e by Proposition 9.6
=
∑
i
∑
e
〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
(φ∗ −
1
q2
)Gdlog(1 − g)
〉
e
by Proposition 9.9. On the other hand, we have
≪ F, η0 ≫ = 〈F, Fη0 〉gl
=
〈
F, (1 −
φ∗
q3
)Fη
〉
gl
=
〈
φ∗G,Fη −
φ∗
q3
Fη
〉
gl
= 〈φ∗G,Fη〉gl −
〈
1
q2
G,Fη
〉
gl
=
〈
(φ∗ −
1
q2
)G,Fη
〉
gl
,
so our formula was proved with (φ∗ − 1q2 )G as required. 
We can restate the first part of Theorem 9.10 in a form that is more convenient
for the rest of this paper. As explained in the introduction, one has a canonical pro-
jection H1dR(U)
p
−→ H1dR(C/K). This is the unique Frobenius equivariant splitting
of the natural restriction map in the other direction.
Recall now the Definition 5.8 of the regulator map regp, using the projection
map p. It follows from [Bes00c, Prop 4.10] that p can be described in the following
way. It is the unique map such that for any η ∈ Ω1(U) and for any form of the
second kind ω on C, which is holomorphic on U , one has
(9.13) (pη) ∪ [ω] = 〈Fη, Fω, 〉gl .
Corollary 9.14. Suppose that an element β ∈ K
(3)
4 (C
loc) maps to
∑
i[gi]2 ∪ fi
in H1(C•(O)) under (9.11). Let ω be a form of the second kind on C that is
holomorphic on U . Then regp(β) ∪ [ω] is given by the right-hand side of (9.12).
10. End of the proofs
In this section we prove our main theorems. These will all follow from manipu-
lations of Theorem 9.10 and Corollary 9.14.
Fix a form ω of the second kind on C and a Coleman integral Fω of ω. We begin
with the proof of Theorem 1.12.
Lemma 10.1. The assignment
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→
∑
e
〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
Fω dlog(1− g)
〉
e
extends to a well-defined map Ψ′′p,ω :M2(O) ⊗O
∗
Q → K.
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Proof. For functions f, g, h ∈ O the association
(10.2) (h, g, f) 7→
∑
e
〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
Fω dlog(h)
〉
e
is trilinear by the properties of the triple index, hence defines a map O∗Q
⊗3 → K.
Recall that the complexM(2)(O) from (2.38) has a differential d :M2(O)→ O
∗
Q
⊗2
given by d[g]2 = (1 − g) ⊗ g. The required map is just the composition of d ⊗ id
with the map (10.2) 
Lemma 10.3. The restriction of Ψ′′p,ω to (M2(O) ⊗ O
∗
Q)
d=0 coincides with the
composition
(M2(O)⊗O
∗
Q)
d=0 // H2(M(3)(O)) // K
(3)
4 (O)
regp // H1dR(C/K)
∪ω // K.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of diagram (2.62), noting the the vertical
map on the left there is [g]2 ⊗ f 7→ [g]2 ∪ f , and of Corollary 9.14. 
Proof of Theorem 1.12. The only part of the theorem not proven already in Lem-
mas 10.1 and 10.3 is that the map Ψ′′p,ω factors via H
2(M(3)(O)), but this follows
immediately from Lemma 10.3. 
Proof of part 1. of Theorem 1.13. Recall that the map in question is given by
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→
2
3
∑
e
〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
Fω dlog(1 − g)
〉
e
−
2
3
∑
e
〈
log(f), log(1− g);
∫
Fω dlog(g)
〉
e
.
This is clearly trilinear in f, g, 1− g and anti-symmetric in g and 1− g, so we can
proceed as in the proof of Lemma 10.1, using now the differential d : M˜2(O) →∧2
O∗Q from (2.63) given by d[g]2 = (1−g)∧g. Clearly, the same formula also gives
a well-defined map on M2(O) and it will suffice to show that this map coincides
with Ψ′′p,ω on (M2(O)⊗O
∗
Q)
d=0, as the composition of maps in Theorem 1.13 factors
by definition via M(3)(O)→ M˜(3)(O).
Suppose then that
∑
i[gi]2⊗fi is in (M2(O)⊗O
∗
Q)
d=0, so that
∑
i(1−gi)⊗ (gi∧
fi) = 0 by (2.48). By Proposition 8.6 we have
0 =
∑
i
∑
e
(〈
log(fi), log(gi);
∫
Fω dlog(1 − gi)
〉
e
+
〈
log(fi), log(1− gi);
∫
Fω dlog(gi)
〉
e
+
〈
log(gi), log(1− gi);
∫
Fω dlog(fi)
〉
e
)
=
∑
i
∑
e
(〈
log(fi), log(gi);
∫
Fω dlog(1 − gi)
〉
e
+2
〈
log(fi), log(1− gi);
∫
Fω dlog(gi)
〉
e
)
,
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where the last equality follows because
∑
i(1− gi)⊗ (gi ∧ fi) = 0, so that the sum
over i and e of each of the last two summands is the same. The difference of the
two maps in question on
∑
i[gi]2 ⊗ fi is 1/3 of the expression above. 
For the proofs of Theorems 1.11 and 1.9, as well as part 2 of Theorem 1.13, we
now assume that ω is a holomorphic form on C.
Lemma 10.4. The associations
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→
∫
(1−g)
log(g)Fω dlog(f)−
∫
(g)
log(1− g)Fω dlog(f)
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→
∫
(f)
L2(g)ω
[g]2 ⊗ f 7→
∑
y
ordy(f)Fω(y)Lmod,2(g(y))
induce well-defined maps on M˜2(O) ⊗O
∗
Q (first) and M2(O)⊗O
∗
Q (last two).
Proof. This is essentially clear for the first association, following the proofs of
Lemma 10.1 and of the first part of Theorem 1.13. For the second association,
observe that dL2 = log(z) dlog(1− z) by (1.8). Consider the association
(h, g, f) 7→
∫
(f)
(
ω ·
∫
log(g) dlog(h)
)
.
Here, the integral
∫
log(g) dlog(h) is a Coleman integral defined only up to a con-
stant. However, if the constant changes, the entire expression changes by the same
constant multiplied by
∫
(f)
ω, which equals 0 as it is the p-adic Abel-Jacobi map
applied to the principal divisor (f) (see [Bes00a]). This association is therefore
well-defined, clearly trilinear, and we obtain the required result again as in the
proof of Lemma 10.1. For the third association, one first needs to note that
Lmod,2(g(y)) is the value of Lmod,2(g) at y (this is not obvious in general be-
cause we are using the generalized way of assigning values to Coleman functions
by taking constant terms, discussed in the introduction) as we shall see in Corol-
lary 10.8, so the entire expression can be written as Fω · Lmod,2(g) evaluated at
the divisor of f . It is now possible to proceed as in the previous case, given that
dLmod,2(g) = (log(g) dlog(1−g)− log(1−g) dlog(g))/2, by associating to f, g, h the
value at (f) of Fω ·
∫
(log(g) dlog(1 − g)− log(1− g) dlog(g))), where the constant
of integration does not matter for exactly the same reason it did not in the previous
case. 
Thus, in all the remaining theorems to prove, the association does extend to a
map as claimed. We shall next derive the formulas for the regulator. In all cases,
we already have a formula for the regulator, expressed in terms of a sum of local
indices on annuli. We can use the argument in the proof of [Bes00c, Proposition 5.5]
using Proposition 8.4 to replace the sum over annuli ends by a sum over points.
Let α =
∑
i[gi]2 ⊗ fi be an element of (M2(O)⊗O
∗
Q)
d=0. By the above we have
Ψ′′p,ω(α) =
∑
i
∑
y∈C
〈
log(fi), log(gi);
∫
Fω dlog(1− gi)
〉
y
.
We again extend scalars to Cp, so in particular points are Cp valued.
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Fix a local parameter at each point y, which we shall call zy, or, whenever there
is no risk of confusion, simply z. Consider a single point y in C. We recall that
with respect to the local parameter z at y we define, for a rational function f ,
f¯(y) = (f/zordy(f))(y). For such a function f we have cz(log(f)) = log(f¯(y)). We
also have Resy(Fω dlog(f)) = ordy(f) · Fω(y). Thus, using Proposition 7.8, we
obtain
Ψ′′p,ω(α) =
∑
i
∑
y∈C
[
ordy(1− gi)Fω(y) log f¯i(y) log g¯i(y)
− ordy(fi)cz
(∫
log(gi)Fω dlog(1− gi)
)
− ordy(gi)cz
(∫
log(fi)Fω dlog(1− gi)
)]
.
(10.5)
Let A (respectively B) be the subgroup of k(C)∗ generated by the fi and gi
(respectively by the 1 − gi). By choosing bases for A and B and then choosing
appropriate integrals we can arrange it so that for each f in A and h in B an
integral
∫
log(f)Fω dlog h is chosen such that the map (f, h) →
∫
log(f)Fω dlog h
is bilinear. Since the overall sum in (10.5) is independent of the choice of integrals,
we may and do assume from now on that the integrals there are chosen as above.
Lemma 10.6. If
∑
i[gi]2 ⊗ fi is in (M2(O) ⊗ O
∗
Q)
d=0, then for every y in C we
have ∑
i
ordy(fi) cz
(∫
log(gi)Fω dlog(1− gi)
)
=
∑
i
ordy(gi) cz
(∫
log(fi)Fω dlog(1− gi)
)
.
Proof. With the choices above the map
(f, g, h)→ ordy(f)cz(
∫
log(g)Fω dlog(h))− ordy(g)cz(
∫
log(f)Fω dlog(h))
is trilinear and anti-symmetric with respect to f and g. The lemma follows since∑
(1− gi)⊗ (gi ∧ fi) = 0 by (2.48). 
We recall that the function L2(z) is defined by L2(z) = Li2(z) + log(z) log(1 −
z) and that we have dL2(z) = log(z) dlog(1 − z). Note that this last form is
holomorphic in the residue disc of 1 and as a consequence so is L2(z).
Lemma 10.7. Let g be a rational function. The constant term at y of L2(g) equals
L2(g(y)) if g(y) 6= 0,∞, equals 0 if g(y) = 0 and equals log
2(g¯(y))/2 if g(y) = ∞,
where g¯ is computed with respect to the same local parameter as the constant term.
In addition, the expansion of L2(g) with respect to any local parameter z contains
no summands of the form Const · zn with n < 0.
Proof. This is clear if g(y) 6= 0,∞. Suppose g(y) = 0. Since Li2 is holomorphic
near 0 and has value 0 there, we see that the constant term and terms of the form
zn for n < 0 are the same as in log(g) log(1 − g). Near y we have log(g(z)) =
ordy(g) log(z)+ a holomorphic function in z. Also, log(1 − g) is holomorphic near
y with value 0 there. Thus the result is clear. Finally, by [Col82, Proposition 6.4],
we have L2(g) + L2(1/g) = log
2(g)/2 so the result at g(y) = ∞ is deduced from
that of 1/g when g(y) =∞. 
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Corollary 10.8. The constant term of Lmod,2(z) at∞ is 0 regardless of parameter.
Furthermore, for any rational function g the constant term of Lmod,2(g) at any point
y equals Lmod,2(g(y))
Proof. Since Lmod,2(z) = L2(z) − log(z) log(1 − z)/2 it is easy to check that the
constant term of Lmod,2(g) is 0 at either g(y) = 0,∞, from which the result follows.

Lemma 10.9. For any point y in C and for any choice of a Coleman integral∫
L2(g)ω the quantity cz(
∫
L2(g)ω) is independent of the choice of the local param-
eter z at y.
Proof. Let fω be the unique Coleman integral of ω that vanishes at y. We may
choose a Coleman integral
∫
fωdL2(g) in such a way that the integration by parts
formula ∫
L2(g)ω = L2(g)fω −
∫
fωdL2(g)
holds. It is therefore sufficient to show that the constant term of each of the
summands on the right is independent of the parameter. From the last assertion in
Lemma 10.7 and the fact that fω(y) = 0 it is easy to see that the constant term of
the first summand is 0. For the second summand we have∫
fωdL2(g) =
∫
fω log(g) dlog(1− g)
= log(g)
∫
fω dlog(1− g)−
∫
(
∫
fω dlog(1 − g)) dlog(g)
for appropriate choices of integrals. As fω dlog(1− g) is holomorphic at y, we may
arrange it so that
∫
fω dlog(1 − g) vanishes at y. Then in the last formula the
first term has constant term 0 while the second term is holomorphic at y hence its
constant term is independent of z. 
Using the last lemma we may set∫
L2(g)ω|y := cz
(∫
L2(g)ω
)
with respect to any parameter z at y. Using this we can define
∫
D
L2(g)ω for any
divisor D of degree zero. If we change
∫
L2(g)ω by a constant, its value at y in
the above sense will change by the same constant. Thus when D has degree 0 the
integral
∫
D L2(g)ω does not depend on the constant of integration even if D and
the divisor of g have a common support. This explains the general definition of the
integral in Theorem 1.9.
Lemma 10.10. Choose integrals such that the integration by parts formula∫
log(g)Fω dlog(1− g) = FωL2(g)−
∫
L2(g)ω
is satisfied. Then we have at a point y and with respect to the local parameter z,
cz(
∫
log(g)Fω dlog(1− g)) = Fω(y)cz(L2(g))−
∫
L2(g)ω|y .
Proof. One just applies cz to the integration by parts formula and observes that by
Lemma 10.7 we have cz(FωL2(g)) = Fω(y)cz(L2(g)). 
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Proof of Theorem 1.11. We already saw that the association gives a well-defined
map on M2(O) ⊗ O
∗
Q. It therefore suffices to show that it gives the same map on
(M2(O) ⊗O
∗
Q)
d=0 as Ψ′′p,ω in Theorem 1.12. Consider (10.5). By Lemma 10.6 we
can choose our integrals such that for each point y the sum over i of each of the last
two terms is identical. The term ordy(fi)cz(
∫
log(gi)Fω dlog(1−gi)) is computed in
Lemmas 10.10 and 10.7. Substituting the results we see that we have the equation
Ψ′′p,ω(α) =
∑
i
[∑
y∈C
(ordy(1− gi)Fω(y) log f¯i(y) log g¯i(y))
+2
∫
(fi)
L2(gi)ω
−
∑
y∈C
ordy(fi)Fω(y)×

0 gi(y) = 0
2L2(gi(y)) gi(y) 6= 0,∞
log2(g¯i(y)) gi(y) =∞
]
.
In the first sum over y only terms with gi(y) = ∞ can be non-zero. Thus neither
sum over y contributes for gi(y) = 0, and the right-hand side becomes
(10.11)∑
i
2 ∫
(fi)
L2(gi)ω − 2
∑
gi(y) 6=0,∞
ordy(fi)Fω(y)L2(gi(y)) +
∑
gi(y)=∞
Fω(y)αy(fi, gi)

with
αy(f, g) = ordy(1 − g) log f¯(y) log g¯(y)− ordy(f) log
2 g¯(y)
= log g¯(y)
(
ordy(1− g) log f¯(y)− ordy(f) log g¯(y)
)
= log 1− g(y)
(
ordy(g) log f¯(y)− ordy(f) log g¯(y)
)
because g(y) =∞ implies ordy(1− g) = ordy(g) and g¯(y) = −1− g(y).
For y in C, the function βy(f, g, h) := log h(y)
(
ordy(g) log f¯(y)− ordy(f) log g¯(y)
)
is trilinear in f , g and h and anti-symmetric in f and g. As
∑
i(1−gi)⊗(gi∧fi) = 0
by (2.48), we find
(10.12)
∑
i
βy(fi, gi, 1− gi) = 0 .
If gi(y) = 0 then βy(fi, gi, 1 − gi) = 0 while if g(y) 6= 0,∞ then βy(fi, gi, 1− gi) =
− ordy(fi) log gi(y) log(1 − gi(y)), where we set the value of log(y) log(1 − y) at
1 to be 0, which is consistent with taking limits and with what follows. Thus,
summing (10.12) multiplied by Fω(y) over all y in C we see that∑
i
∑
gi(y)=∞
Fω(y)αy(fi, gi) =
∑
i
∑
gi(y) 6=0,∞
ordy(fi)Fω(y) log gi(y) log(1− gi(y)) .
Substituting this into (10.11), and using that L2(z)−log(z) log(1−z)/2 = Lmod,2(z)
by definition, we obtain∑
e
〈Fη, Fω〉e = 2
∑
i
∫
(fi)
L2(gi)ω − 2
∑
i
∑
gi(y) 6=0,∞
ordy(fi)Fω(y)Lmod,2(gi(y)) .
This formula finishes the proof of Theorem 1.11 as Lmod,2(z) vanishes at 0 and
∞. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.9. That the assignment is well-defined is part of Lemma 10.4.
In order to see that it vanishes on [f ]2⊗f , we note that we already know this is true
for the assignment in Theorem 1.11, and that the second term in that assignment
is trivial on such terms because Lmod,2(z) vanishes at 0 and ∞.
For part (2), consider (1.17). That ∂1(α
′) = 0 means that α′ satisfies (2.52),
which is equivalent with α′ being inH2(M(3)(C
′)) insideH2(M(3)(O
′)) (recall from
Section 2.5.3 that the two vertical maps at the top in this diagram are injections
if we use O′ instead of O everywhere). The existence and uniqueness of β′ was
therefore proven just after (2.53). In fact, β′ is the K
(3)
4 (C
′) component of the
image of α′ in K
(3)
4 (C
′) ⊕K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ O
′∗
Q , and the images of α
′ and β′ in K
(3)
4 (O
′)
differ by some γ′ in the image of K
(2)
3 (k) ∪ O
′∗
Q . But regp(γ
′) ∪ ω = 0 by the
commutativity of the bottom right square, so that, after extending from O′ to O,
we have regp(β) ∪ ω = Ψ
′
p,ω(α) by Theorem 1.11. It therefore suffices to show that
the contribution of each ordy(f)Fω(g(y))Lmod,2(g(y)) in Ψ
′
p,ω(α) is trivial.
Note that in Theorem 1.11 this sum has to be computed after a suitable finite
extension K˜ of K that makes the relevant y rational, but that further extending
the field to Cp as we are using here gives the same result. In fact, because we start
over the number field k, the relevant y become rational over some number field
L ⊂ K˜ containing k. The M˜2(·) are compatible with field extensions, and clearly
the same holds for ∂1. Therefore (2.52) gives us that for each closed point y of C
′
L,
∂1,y(α
′) is trivial in M˜2(L). Because Fω(y) is just a constant, comparing with the
definition of ∂1,y in Section 2.4.3, we see that it suffices to show that the map
H1(M˜(2)(L))→ K˜∑
i
[ai]2 7→
∑
i
Lmod,2(ai)
is well-defined. It is conjectured in [BdJ03, Conjecture 1.14] that this map is the
syntomic regulator map on as composition (with OL the ring of integers in L)
H1(M˜(2)(L))→ K
(2)
3 (L) ≃ K
(2)
3 (OL)→ H
1
syn(OL, 2) ≃ K ,
which would imply what we need. However, extending the domain of the map, we
can show by more basic means that the map
M˜2(L)→ K˜
[a]2 7→ Lmod,2(a)
is well-defined, which will prove what we want.
Namely for any field L of characteristic zero, let B′2(L) be the free Q-vector space
on elements {b}2 with b in F , b 6= 0, 1, modulo the five term relation
(10.13) {b}2 + {c}2 +
{
1− b
1− bc
}
2
+ {1− bc}2 +
{
1− c
1− bc
}
2
= 0 .
It is shown in [dJ00, Lemma 5.2] that there is a map B′2(L) → M˜2(L), given
by sending {b}2 to [b]2. In case L is a number field, this was already done on
page 240 of [dJ95] (where the relations were not made explicit and the group was
called B2(L)), and the map was shown to be an isomorphism in that case. Finally,
in [Col82, Corollaries 6.4(ii),(iii) and 6.5b] Coleman shows that Lmod,2 (which is
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called D there) satisfies
Lmod,2(z
−1) = −Lmod,2(z)
Lmod,2(1 − z) = −Lmod,2(z)
as well as (with signs corrected)
Lmod,2(z1z2) = Lmod,2(z1)+Lmod,2(z2)+Lmod,2
(
z1(1− z2)
z1 − 1
)
+Lmod,2
(
z2(1− z1)
z2 − 1
)
.
Substituting z1 = (bc)
−1, z2 = c in the last relation and using the first two, one
sees that Lmod,2 satisfies the relation corresponding to (10.13). Therefore it induces
a map
M˜2(L) ≃ B
′
2(L)→ K
mapping [b]2 to Lmod,2(b). This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.9. 
Proof of Theorem 1.13 part 2. We already saw in Lemma 10.4 that the formula
gives a well-defined map on M˜2(O) ⊗ O
∗
Q, so it remains as usual to derive it from
the corresponding formula in the first part. Suppose that
∑
i[gi]2 ⊗ fi ∈ (M˜2(O) ⊗
O∗Q)
d=0. Looking at (10.5) and replacing the gi’s and 1− gi’s we get the following
formula for the regulator.
∑
i
∑
y∈C
[
ordy(1 − gi)Fω(y) log f¯i(y) log g¯i(y)− ordy(gi)Fω(y) log f¯i(y) log 1− gi(y)
+ ordy(fi)cz
(∫
log(1− gi)Fω dlog(gi)
)
− ordy(fi)cz
(∫
log(gi)Fω dlog(1− gi)
)
+ordy(1 − gi)cz
(∫
log(fi)Fω dlog(gi)
)
− ordy(gi)cz
(∫
log(fi)Fω dlog(1− gi)
)]
(10.14)
For a given i and y one observes that the first two terms in the inner term add up
to 0. Indeed, there can be contributions only if gi(y) is either 0, 1 or ∞ but in the
first two cases either the order or the logarithm will make the two terms vanish.
If gi(y) = ∞ the orders are the same so we get a multiple of log(gi/(1− gi)(y)) =
log(−1) = 0.
For 3 functions f , g and h consider the trilinear expression
I(f, g, h) := ordy(g)cz
(∫
log(f)Fω dlog(h)
)
and the expression
∑
σ sgn(σ)I(f, g, h)
σ where I(f, g, h)σ means permuting the or-
der of terms according to σ. This expression is alternating and since, by (2.64) we
have
∑
i(1− gi) ∧ gi ∧ fi = d(
∑
i[gi]2 ⊗ fi) = 0, we have
∑
i
∑
σ sgn(σ)I(fi, gi, 1−
gi)
σ = 0. This implies that the expression in (10.14) equals∑
i
∑
y∈C
[
ordy(gi)cz
(∫
log(1− gi)Fω dlog(fi)
)
− ordy(1− gi)cz
(∫
log(gi)Fω dlog(fi)
)]
and so this gives the formula in the theorem if one is willing to use constant terms
to evaluate at the singular points, but it is easy to see that the difference of the
constant terms at infinity is as interpreted in the theorem. 
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Remark 10.15. We would like to explain a bit of the heuristics suggesting that
Theorem 1.13 gives a formula which is the p-adic analogue of the complex analytic
formula for the regulator in Section 3.
Experience has taught us that complex surface integrals translate in the p-adic
world to a similar formula involving local indices. For example, the complex analytic
formula for the regulator of the symbol {f, g} in K2(F ),∫
C
log |g|dlog f ∧ ω
translates in the p-adic world, for ω of the second kind, into the formula
〈log f, Fω; log g〉gl .
Note that, using the rules for the triple index, this is the same as the formula∑
e
〈
log f,
∫
(Fω dlog(g))
〉
e
obtained in [Bes00c, Propositon 5.1]. This corresponds
to the regulator on an open curve using the same projection on H1dR(C/K) we have
been using in this paper. For a sum {fi, gi} in the kernel of the tame symbol, we
may, for every pair (f, g) = (fi, gi), replace 〈log f, Fω; log g〉gl with
∫
(f) log(g) · ω,
obtaining the formula of Coleman and de Shalit. This is similar to Theorem 1.11
specializing to Theorem 1.9.
Relying on these considerations, we might expect that, for ω of the second kind,
the regulator formula for H2(M(3)(O)) will be given by mapping [g]2 ⊗ f
8
3
〈log(f), Fω ; Lmod,2(g)〉gl .
But this is not well-defined because dLmod,2(g) = (log(g) dlog(1 − g) − log(1 −
g) dlog(g))/2 is not holomorphic. However, we can make the following interpreta-
ton:〈
log(f),
∫
FωdLmod,2(g)
〉
gl
=
1
2
〈
log(f),
∫
Fω(log(g) dlog(1 − g)− log(1 − g) dlog(g))
〉
gl
=
1
2
〈
log(f), log(g);
∫
Fω dlog(1− g)
〉
gl
−
1
2
〈
log(f), log(1− g);
∫
Fω dlog(g))
〉
gl
by Lemma 7.5(1). Thus, the resulting heuristic formula differs from the correct
formula in Theorem 1.13 by a factor of 4. Factors which are powers of 2 appear in
comparison of other regulator formulas; see for example the introduction of [Bes12].
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